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RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The report covers the period from April 1, 1986 through September 30, 1986.
THe research discussed here is described in more detail in several published
and unpublished reports cited below.

The CAD frame Schema has been outfitted with a uniform protocol or aggregate
data structures, which includes new control structures for examining and
searching through the data structures. Circuit simulators installed in Schema
can now use their own scratchpad, and call a variety of tools to deal with the
pertinent data structures.,

Waveform bounding results are now beginning to be available for ECL circuits,
similar to those.reported earlier for NOS interconnect and gates. The princi-
pal problem is that a vastly different gate model appears to be necessary for
rising and falling transients. So far results within a few percent of SPICE
have been obtained for some cases.

A new procedure for calculating maximum frequency response of networks made
from classes of devices with certain types of small-signal models, connected
in arbitrary ways that conserve real and reactive power, has been worked out.
This activity required the development of a new procedure to test whether 0 is
in the numerical range of a non-Hermitian matrix. _

The first version of RELIC, a reliability simulator, is now running and has
been reported on. Simultaneous simulation of hot carriers, metal migration,
and time dependent breakdown effects have been performed. Work is under way
planning for the next version.

Improved algorithms have been found for many problems of importance in VLSI
design and architecture. These include advances in channel routing, network
simulation with hypercubes, fault-tolerant construction of networks, communi-
cation-efficient parallel graph algorithms, circuit verification, message-
routing, network flow, graph coloring, and intelligent backtracking. Univer-
sality results for volume-universal networks have been strengthened. A thesis
published during this period contains the most complete description of the PI
placement and interconnect program. Automatic jog insertion during one-dimen-
sional compaction was the topic of another thesis.

A lazy event-driven simulator, that delays expensive calculations until the
results are needed (if ever) has been demonstrated to achieve substantial
improvements in performance. Design has begun on a new routing chip to
support bidirectional communication at a single port. The logic design is
tighter and the expected speed is greater than prior routing chips.
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THE DESIGN OF SCHEMA

As mentioned in the previous report, most of our efforts on Schema over the
past few months have been spent fixing bugs and generally improving the de-
tails of the system. These improvements fall into three major areas: new
aggregate data structures for dealing with large numbers of objects, new simu-
lation data structures to improve efficiency, and improvements to the schema-
tic entry system so that it may be used for TTL designs.

An aggregate data structure is a data structure that can contain some number
of elements. Examples of such structures are lists, heaps, binary trees, quad
trees and so on. In Schema, each of these data structures is implemented as a
flavor. A uniform protocol has been developed that these data structures must
obey. This protocol includes new control structures for examining and search-
ing through the data structures. This approach makes it unnecessary for code
developers to re-implement these structures, and allows them to change from
one to another easily as their needs change. In particular, this has allowed
us to begin using 2-D trees in the schematic editor to dramatically speed up
the wiring interface. It also dramatically simplifies the layout editing
tools. This work was done by Feng Zhao.

In a similar vein we have recast the way simulations and circuit analysis are
done to provide each such tool its own scratchpad for notes about the circuit.
The tools provided automatically flatten the hierarchical topology, create the
scratchpad arrays, and define accessing macros and new control structures for
searching the arrays. Again this has made the writing of these types of pro-
grams much easier and less error prone. Using these tools Lance Glasser, John
Uroclavski, and Rich Zippel developed a small package for computing the admit-
tance matrix of a multiport circuit.

Our colleagues at Harris Corporation (George Clark, Jim Leninger, Mike MacDon-
ald and Adam Zilinskas) have been extending the schematic entry tools to allow
Schema's use in designing TTL circuits. They have introduced busses into
the schematic editor, cleaned up the wiring model, developed an association
between gates and packages, and developed a graphical icon editor for u er-
defined modules. The editor is now quite comfortable in doing both bottom-up
and top-dovn schematic designs.

.4
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THE WAVEFORM BOUNDING APPROACH TO TIMING ANALYSIS

Our work over the last six months has been concentrated on reworking the
vaveform bounding results of Penfield et. al., originally ci-eated for timing
analysis of MOS chips, into a form useful for delay estimation in ECL cir- I
cuits. A smaller effort has also been devoted to the circuit design and
layout of a parallel analog OS VLSI chip for early vision applications.

Peter O'Brien has continued to work on ECL delay estimation for his S.M. the-
sis, in cooperation with the Digital Equipment Corporation. The final product
we envision is a timing analyzer, written in C, for use on ECL standard cell
designs. The goal remains accurate estimation of signal propagation delay
without resorting to computationally intensive numerical solution of the net-
work equations. In apparent contrast to the earlier OS-related work, the
largest technical problem we've encountered is not estimating signal delay in
interconnect, but rather accurately modelling the electrical behavior of the
gates themselves. The ECL gates we've studied act like voltage sources with
internal resistance when pulling a line high, but like almost ideal current
sources when pulling it low. The latter case does not fit easily into the
framework of the Penfield approach, which is tailored to voltage-source
drives.

Our modelling progress to date consists of a reasonably simple macromodel for
the gates themselves, and an approximation to the driving-point impedance of
loaded, branched metal interconnect lines that lets us translate a current-
source drive into an approximate resulting voltage waveform at the output of
the driving gate. This combined procedure gives delay results that agree with
detailed SPICE simulations to around 4%, with a savings of about 3 orders of
magnitude in computer time. The only fundamental hurdle remaining is to find -.
a simple but accurate way of approximating the voltage waveform at the input
of any driven gate by a simplified vaveform, such as a saturated ramp, that
permits closed-form calculation of the gate macromodel's response.

A
On our other project, design of the analog depth-interpolation chip, has pro-
gressed to the point that we expect to send the first test chip to MOSIS in
November. This design contains a 4x4 pixel array that is directly accessible
from the pins, and test structures with each of the subcircuits needed for the
final system, e.g., A/D and D/A converters and differential amplifiers. Ve'll
tell you how it worked in the next progress report.

4..
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HIGH PERFORMANCE CIRCUIT DESIGN

Maximum Frequency of Oscillation: We have investigated limitations on the
frequency response of netvorks constructed out of components spicified by
their small signal models. Tellegen's theorem and the conservation of complex
pover is used to find the maximum frequency of oscillation. Transistor and
negative resistance amplifier examples have been developed. This work has
application to the development and comparison of competing device technolo-
gies. As part of this research effort we have developed a numerical test to
determine whether zero is an element of the numerical range of a non-hermitian
matrix Y. In other words, we have developed a test to find when the inner
product <v,Yv> includes the origin for <v,v> = 1.

Modeling of magnetostatic couplers for CMOS VLSI chips: Analytical models for
on-chip magnetostatic coupling antennas have been developed and validatedexperimentally. These models take into account substrate resistivity, and the

distributed effects of metal resistance, capacitance, and inductance.

RELIC I: The first experimental version of RELIC--our circuit reliability
simulator--has been completed and applied to test circuits. Simultaneous
simulation of hot carriers, metal migration, and time dependent breakdown
effects have been performed. Planning for a second generation version is now
underway.

..
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Professor Leighton has been working on problems in channel Touting, network
simulation and fault-tolerant construction of networks. In the area of chan-
nel routing, he and his student Bonnie Berger have found improved algorithms
for routing in multilayer channels. The new algorithms come very close to
achieving optimal routings for many problems and achieve the best worst-case
performance of any knoa algorithm. They also improved the best known lover
bounds on what one can hope to achieve in the new unit-vertical-overlap model
of routing. A description of this work can be found in the unpublished paper,
"Nearly Optimal Algorithms and Bounds for Multilayer Channel Routing," by
Bonnie Berger, Martin Brady, Donna Brown, and Tom Leighton.

In the area of network simulations, Professor Leighton (with others) has dis-
covered a way in which the hypercube can be used to simulate any binary tree
of the same size with constant overhead. Previously, such constant-overhead

.eV simulation results were known only for the complete binary tree and grid net-
works. Simulation of arbitrary (i.e., not perfectly balanced) binary trees
seemed to require O(log N) overhead where N is the number of nodes in the
hypercube. The results are significant because binary trees arise in a vari-
ety of applications (e.g., numerical calculations and formula evaluation) and
hypercubes appear to be the network of choice for many parallel architectures
(e.g., the connection machine and the cosmic cube). The result is also impor-
tant from a design point of view since a designer can effectively build a tree
machine for every possible binary tree by simply building a single hypercube.
The details of this work are described in a paper cited below by S. Bhatt, F.
Chung, T. Leighton, and A. Rosenberg.

* -~ In the area of fault-tolerant construction of networks, Professor Leighton has
been studying the problem of configuring a functioning network from a larger
network of the same kind that contains random faults. This problem arises in
at least two important contexts. First, in the area of wafer-scale integra-
tion of systolic arrays, the designer is presented with a wafer of cells (some
of which are faulty) arranged in a grid pattern. The object is to link the
functioning cells together into an array using wires that are as short as
possible. Professor Leighton recently discovered a new algorithm for solving

*'4 this problem which has provably superior performance (on average) to previous
algorithms. The details are described in papers cited below by T. Leighton
and P. Shor, and by T. Leighton and C. E. Leiserson.

The same problem also arises in the design of very large hypercube networks.
- . Such networks are likely to experience faults over time. After each fault (or

set of faults) the network must reconfigure itself to avoid the fault, making
maximum use of the functioning processors but without introducing delays
because of long wires or congestion in the functioning communication channels.
Very recent work by Professor Leighton and his student Mark Newman includes a
scheme for constructing a functioning N/2 node hypercube from an N node
hypercube that contains up to (1/2 - c)N faulty cells. The algorithm works
locally and quickly, and preserves the locality of node to node connections
with high probability. The details of this preliminary research will be
presented at the MIT VLSI Research Review, December 15, 1986.
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Bruce Maggs completed his Master's thesis on communication-efficient parallel
graph algorithms. The thesis shows that many graph problems can be solved in
parallel, not only in a polylogarithmic number of steps, but vith efficient
communication at each step. The communication requirements of an algorithm
are measured in a new model of a parallel computer called the distributed
random access machine (DRAM), which is an abstraction of volume-universal
networks such as fat-trees. The thesis includes joint work with Professor
Leiserson.

Cindy Phillips and Charles Leiserson have developed an efficient parallel

algorithm for determining the connected components of bounded degree planar
graphs. The algorithm requires O(lg n) randomized time or O(lg n lg n)
deterministic time on an n-processor exclusive-read exclusive-write (EREW)

PRAM. A similar algorithm runs in O(lg n lg lg n) deterministic time for
any graph with O(n) genus. Previous algorithms for this problem in the EREW
model require e(1g' n) time in the worst case. The key to efficiency of the
algorithm is the ability to quickly grow a spanning tree for such graphs.
Thus the techniques of the algorithm may improve the running times of other
graph problems of interest in vision and VLSI applications.

Alexander Ishii and Professor Leiserson have developed an 0((IFI + ITI)K)
time algorithm for verifying the correct operation of a computation on a
level-clocked synchronous circuit, where F and T are respectively the
functional blocks and data transmission paths of the circuit and K is the
length of the computation. The algorithm is unique in its ability to qualify
the effect of timing errors on the final output of a circuit. Only errors
which potentially change the circuit output will result in circuit disqualifi-
cation. Circuits are represented as graphs and are analyzed using a formal
semantic model of circuit functionality which is sufficiently powerful to
prove the correctness of the algorithm. Necessary and sufficient conditions
for circuit correctness are given, along with precise specifications of the
algorithms abilities and limitations.

James K. Park has been working on a simple deterministic nonline message-
routing algorithm for fat trees. He has also discovered modular layouts for
the area- and volume-universal fat trees with constant size switches.

Jeffrey Mark Siskind has been investigating intelligent backtracking algo-
rithms for pure Prolog. The basic strategy consists of compiling first order
horn-clause logic programs into an infinite SAT problem schema which is then
given to a SAT solver which uses dependency directed backtracking techniques
to prune the search space. In addition to handling pure Prolog, the search
techniques can be extended to handle the solution of systems of simple linear
inequalities which are combined with logical connectives. This extension has
application in the area of VLSI layout compaction. Many graph algorithms come
into play in the overall strategy, including union-find, connected-components,
and shortest-path. As efficient parallel algorithms are known for many of
these graph problems these techniques show promise of being amenable to effi-
cient implementation on parallel computers.

Ronald Greenberg and Professor Leiserson have been considering ways of
strengthening universality results for volume-universal (and area-universal)



networks. Previous results have shown that given any network occupying a
particular volume, it is possible to select a network of essentially the same
volume from the class referred to as fat-trees, which can efficiently simulate
the given network. Current efforts focus on establishing, for each particular
volume, a single network which can efficiently simulate all other networks of
the same volume. Such a network could be viewed as a best possible general-
purpose arrangement of processors and interconnect given a particular volume
constraint.

In June, 1986, Tom Cormen submitted his master's thesis, entitled "Concentra-
tor Switches for Routing Messages in Parallel Computers." The thesis contains
two concentrator switch designs of interest. The first is for a combinational
hyperconcentrator chip that has a highly regular layout in either ratioed nMOS
or domino CMOS. The circuit takes advantage of the relatively fast perfor-
mance of large fan-in NOR gates in MOS technologies. A signal incurs exactly
2 lg n gate delays in passing Jhrough an n-by-n hyperconcentrator chip.
The area of this switch is 9(n ). The second switch of interest is an (N,
M, a) partial concentrator switch based on a recent technique for sorting on
a mesh. This svitch is also combinational, uses the hyperconcentrator chip as
a subcisnit, requires at most 2/N + [(g N)/21 data pins per chip, has =
1 - O(N /M), and can be packaged in three dimensions with volume 0(N
A signal incurs at most (7 lg N)/2 + 0(1) gate delays in passing through
this switch.

Alan T. Sherman, a student of Professor Ronald L. Rivest, finished his Ph.D.
dissertation entitled "Cryptology and VLSI (a two-part dissertation): I.
Detecting and Exploiting Algebraic Weaknesses in Cryptosystems; II. Algorithmsfor Placing Modules on a Custom VLSI Chip." The thesis includes the most

complete description published to date of the PI placement and interconnect
system.

Shlomo Kipnis together with Joe Kilian and Professor Leiserson have been
* investigating the power of multipin nets. They established a correspondence

between multipin permutation architectures and difference covers for sets of
permutations. For example, to realize all the cyclic shifts permutations on
n chips in one clock cycle, only /n pins per chip are required. Using
2-pin nets, n - 1 pins per chip are required. They also show that O(n)
pins suffice to realize any abelian group of permutations and that any general
group of permutations requires O(/(n\lg n)) pins per chip. Their results

ke can be extended to realizing permutations in more than one clock cycle.

Miller Maley completed his Master's thesis on the topic of VLSI layout compac-

tion with automatic jog insertion. It applies results of Maley and Leiserson
on single-layer routing to obtain an efficient algorithm for one-dimensional
Lompaction that treats wires as flexible objects, inserting all jog points
that help to reduce the circuit size. Using the techniques of homotopy

theory, Maley solidified and extended the theory of single-layer wire routing
that underlies his algorithms for compaction and single-layer wire routing.
As a result, these algorithms can now be generalized and be rigorously proven
correct.

Andrew Goldberg has been working on algorithms, including parallel algorithms.
He has continued his work on network flow problems and succeeded in generaliz-

I
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ing the approach on maximum flow problem developed last year to obtain better
Vi sequential, parallel and distributed algorithms for the minimum-cost flow

problem, a problem of broad importance including applications to VLSI.
Together with Professor Leiserson, he investigated techniques for implementing
parallel graph algorithms on highly parallel computers. Goldberg implemented

*the maximum flow algorithm on the Connection Machine while a summer intern at
Thinking Machines Corporation and showed these techniques to be efficient.

Andrew Goldberg and Serge Plotkin investigated parallel algorithms that use a
linear number of processors to solve certain graph coloring problems and the
maximal independent set problems. They have developed efficient algorithms
that work on a wide class of graphs. For example, they have shown that a max-
imal Independent set in a constant-degree graph with n nodes can be found in
O(log n) time.

',
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SIMULATION AND COMMUNICATIONS

A lazy event-driven simulator has been developed, that re4uces the computation
required to simulate a circuit by avoiding the evaluation of modules whose
outputs will later be ignored. A prototype has been implemented in ZetaLISP
on a Symbolics 3640 workstation. Simulations of test circuits shoved reduc-
tions in simulation time ranging from 30% to 50% with greater savings for
large circuits. Even better performance is expected for larger circuits.

The design of a new VLSI routing chip, the bidirectional torus router (BTR),
has begun. The BTR incorporates many of the features of the previous design
by Professor Dally, the Torus Routing Chip (TRC), including wormhole routing
and a deadlock-free routing algorithm based on virtual channels. Like the
TRC, the BTR will be self-timed.

Unlike the TRC, the BTR will support bidirectional communication on a single
set of wires, will support adaptive routing, will have a special end of mes-
sage character to avoid bit-stuffing, and will provide parity checking. The
BTR also incorporates a number of design changes that will increase its per-
formance and reduce its area. The crossbar switch of the TRC is being elimi-
nated in favor of a simpler dedicated switch in the BTR. This greatly reduces
chip area while speeding up the path from input to output. The self-timed
input controller, one of the slowest parts of the TRC, has also been rede-
signed. The BTR controller is much smaller than the TRC controller and has
only 8 gate delays from input to output. These improvements should give the
BTR five times the performance of the TRC.

4.% ?k
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Abstract-Communication bandwidth is a resource ignored by most parallel random-
access machine (PRAM) models. This thesis shows that many graph problems can be
solved in parallel, not only with polylogarithmic performance, but with efficient communi-
cation at each step of the computation. The comnmnication requirements of an algorithm
are measured in a restricted PRAM model called the distributed random.access machine
(DRAM), which can be viewed as an abstraction of volume-universal networks such as
fat-trees. In this model, communication cost is measured in terms of the congestion
of memory accesses across cuts of the machine. We demonstrate that the "recursive
doubling" technique frequently used in PRAM algorithms is wAste.ul of communication
resources, and that "recursive pairing" can be used to perform many of the same functions
more efficiently. We generalize the prefix computation on linear lists to trees and show
that these treefix computations, which can be performed in a communication-efficient
fashion using a variant of the tree contraction technique of Miller and Reif, simplify
many parallel graph algorithms in the literature.
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RELIC: A RELIABILITY SIMULATOR FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Teresa S. Hohol

Abstract

RELIC is a reliability simulator developed to analyze the stress and wear on
MOS VLSI chips. The analysis, which is done in the design phase, is useful in
designing for worst-case reliability.

The effects of three failure mechanisms are analyzed by RELIC: metal
migration, hot electrons, and time dependent dielectric breakdown. Each of
there mechanisms has a critical quantity which is indicative of the amount of
stress being put on the device. The stress for each failure mechanism is a
function of the voltages and currents on the circuit device under
consideration; therefore a circuit simulator is necessary to calculate this
information.

The RELIC simulator consists of three parts: a preprocessor, a modified
circuit simulator, and a postprocessor. The preprocessor takes an input file
which describes the circuit, and modifies it to include reliability test
structures and "hidden" wear nodes. The modified circuit simulator then runs
a simulation of the circuit and test structures and outputs plots of the
voltages on the wear nodes. The postprocessor uses this wear information to
predict when the various devices in the circuit will fail.

Microsystems Massachusetts Cambridge Telechone
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COMPACTION WITH AUTOMATIC JOG INTRODUCTION

F. Miller Maley

Abstract

This thesis presents an algorithm for one-dimensional compaction of VLSI
layouts. It differs from older methods in treating wires not as objects to be
moved, but as constraints on the positions of other circuit components. These
constraints are determined for each wiring layer using the theory of planar k

routing. Assuming that the wiring layers can be treated independently, the
algorithm minimizes the width of a layout, automatically inserting as many
jogs in wires as necessary. It runs in time O(n ) on input of size n.
Several heuristics are suggested for improving the algorithm's practical
performance.

The compaction algorithm takes as input a data structure called a sketch,
which explicitly distinguishes between flexible components (wires) and rigid

components (modules). The algorithm first finds constraints on the positions
of modules that ensure enough space is left for wires. Next, it solves the
system of constraints by a standard graph-theoretic technique, obtaining a
placement for the modules. It then relies on a single-layer router to restore
the wires to each circuit layer. An efficient single-layer router is already
known; it is able to minimize the length of every wire, though not the number
of jogs.

As given, the compaction algorithm applies only to a VLSI model that requires
wires to run a rectilinear grid. This restriction is needed only because the
theory of planar routing (and single-layer routers) has not yet been extended
to other models. The compaction algorithm's correctness proof elucidates the
assumptions on which the algorithm depends, so that the algorithm is easily
generalized once the necessary theoretical machinery is in place.
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WIRE-EFFICIENT VLSI MULTIPROCESSOR COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

William J. Dally

Abstract

VLSI communication networks are wire limited. The cost of a network is not a
function of the number of switches required, but rather a function of the
wiring density required to construct the network. This paper analyzes
communication networks of varying dimension under the assumption of constant
wire bisection. Expressions for the latency, average case throughput, and
hot-spot throughput of these networks are derived. It is shown that low-
dimensional networks (e.g., tori) have lower latency and higher hot-spot
throughput than high-dimensional networks (e.g., binary n-cubes) with the same
bisection width.
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LAZY EVENT-DRIVEN SIMULATION

William J. Dally

4

Abstract

This paper describes a nev simulation technique, lazy event-driven simulation.
This technique reduces the computation required to simulate a circuit by
avoiding the evaluation of modules whose outputs vill later be ignored. The
lazy simulation algorithm is presented along with performance measurements of
a prototype lazy simulator.
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Lazy Event-Driven Simulation

William J. Dally
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

August 20, 1986

Abstract

This paper describes a new simulation technique, lazy event-driven simulation. This
technique reduces the computation required to simulate a circuit by avoiding the eval-
uation of modules whose outputs will later be ignored. The lazy simulation algorithm
is presented along with performance measurements of a prototype lazy simulator.

1 Introduction

Logic simulation is widely used to verify the behavior of logic circuits prior to their fabri-
cation [2]. Simulation is critical for VLSI circuits since their internal nodes are inaccessible
and once an error is discovered there is little possibility of repair. For large circuits, sim-
ulation is such a computationally intensive and thus costly process that special purpose
simulation machines have been built [16].

Event-driven simulators reduce the amount of computation that must be performed by
only evaluating gates with changing input values [15]. Typically only 2% to 10% of the
gates in a circuit need to be evaluated in each simulation cycle of an event-driven simulator
[3]. An event-driven simulator, however, performs superfluous evaluations when the output
of a gate is ignored by subsequent stages of logic. This paper presents a new simulation

technique, lazy simulation, that complements event-driven simulation by evaluating only
those gates whose outputs are relevant. J

Consider the circuit shown in Figure 1. As long as the lower input to the AND gate,
E, remains zero, events on the inputs to the combinational logic block cannot affect the
value of the output, OUT, and may be ignored. A conventional event-driven simulator will
evaluate the logic block and the AND gate whenever one of the inputs (X, Y, or Z) changes.
A lazy simulator avoids this unnecessary computation by ignoring all events on X, Y, or Z

7S uas long an E remains zero.
6 The remainder of this paper describes the mechanism of lazy simulation. Section 2

introduces the simulation model. The lazy simulation algorithm is presented in Section 3.
An extension of the algorithm to handle circuits with delay is described in Section 4. Finally, I
the performance of an experimental lazy simulator is discussed in Section 5.
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y combinational logic
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Figure 1: An Example Circuit

For each input vector
Schedule input events on QUEUE
While QUEUE is not empty

Remove an event. EVENT = (BLOCK, VALUE). from QUEUE
BLOCK.value .- VALUE
For each input port, PORT. in BLOCK.fanouts

ABLOCK '--PORT.block
AVALUE --ABLOCK fun(ABLOCK.inputs)
If AVALUE ABLOCK.value

Schedule (ABLOCK, AVALUE) on QUEUE

Figure 2: Event-Driven Simulation Algorithm

2 Model

A circuit, C = (B, P), consists of a met of block., B = {bo,..., b,}, and a set of primary
ainputs, P fPo,. t. Toii en
A block, b E B, consists of a set of input ports, b.inputs, an output function, .fun, and

', s, fanout list, b.fanouts. The block containing input port i in denoted i.block. Each input
LI

port, i, of a block is connected to either a primary input, i.con E P, or to a block, i.con

e B. A block b's fanout list b.fanouts contains all input ports connected to b. A block b
has a value b.value that is computed by applying the block's output function, b.fun, to the
values of the blocks connected to the elements of b.inputs.

When an input to the circuit changes, blocks are evaluated in any order until the circuit

reaches a fixed-point. A circuit for which all input sequences have a unique sequence of
fixed-points is said to have no critical races or hazards [6], [10].

3 Algorithm

The algorithm for normal event-driven simulation is shown in Figure 2. Blocks with
inputs that have changed value are scheduled for evaluation on a queue. This has the effect

2



For each input vector
Schedule input events on QUEUE
While QUEUE is not empty

Remove an event. EVENT = (BLOCK. VALUE). from QUEUE
BLOCK.value -VALUE
If BLOCK is interesting

For each input port. PORT. in BLOCK.fanouts
If PORT is interesting

ABLOCK .- PORT.block
Compute interest of ABLOCK.inputs and propagate
AVALU E .- ABLOCK.fun(ABLOCK.inputs)
If AVALUE 0 ABLOCK.value

Schedule (ABLOCK. AVALUE) on QUEUE

Figure 3: Lazy Event-Driven Simulation Algorithm

of evaluating the circuit breadth-first or in rank-order. Blocks connected to primary inputs
V' (rank 1) are evaluated first. Blocks connected to a block in rank 1 (rank 2) are evaluated

next and so on.
Lazy simulation extends normal event-driven simulation by keeping track of which

blocks and input ports are interesting and only simulating events on interesting input ports.
Whether a block or port is interesting or not is computed according to the following rules.

1. A block is always interesting if its output is a primary output of the circuit.

2. A block is always interesting if its output is a state variable.

3. A block is interesting if any of its fanouts are interesting.

4. An input port, i, is interesting if b = i.block is interesting and b.fun depends on i.
For example, an input port of an interesting AND gate is only interesting if all other
inputs are high.

The algorithm for lazy event-driven simulation is shown in Figure 3. It differs from the
., algorithm in Figure 2 in that blocks are not evaluated when events occur on uninteresting

input ports. Also, the interest of a block's input ports is computed whenever a block is

66. evaluated, and any changes in interest may be propagated to the block connected to the
input port.

The code for propagating interest in ports and blocks is shown in Figure 4. If an inter-
esting port, PORT, becomes uninteresting, the block connected to this port, PORT.block,
becomes uninteresting if all other fanouts of this block are uninteresting. When an unin-
teresting port, PORT, becomes interesting, the block connected to this port must also be
interesting. If this block was previously uninteresting it must be evaluated. This evaluation
may in turn trigger the evaluation of other blocks.

,. 
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II

V.%

Become-U ninteresting(PORT)
PORT.interest #-FALSE
BLOCK '-PORT.con

' 'If all fanouts of BLOCK are uninteresting and BLOCK is not always interesting
BLOCK.interest --FALSE
For each port. P. in BLOCK.inputs

Become-Uninteresting(P)
END

Become-Interesting(PORT)
PORT.interest +-TRUE
BLOCK 4-PORT.con
If Not BLOCK.interest

BLOCK.interest .- TRUE
Compute interest of BLOCK.inputs and propagate
BLOCK.value ,-BLOCK.fun(BLOCK.inputs)

END

Figure 4: Propagating Interest

Because blocks are evaluated both by propagating events and by propagating interest,
evaluation may take place in a different order than in a normal event-driven simulator. In
circuits with hazards or critical races, changing the evaluation order may change the results
of the simulation. Consider for example the circuit shown in Figure 5. Input A is changed
from 0 to 1 while input B remains high. With normal event-driven simulation, evaluation
is performed in rank order resulting in a low going pulse on the output of gate G. This

static hazard will result in the simulated flip-flop going into oscillation. A lazy simulator,
on the other hand, would initially consider the lower input to gate G and the inverter to be
uninteresting. When gate G is evaluated following A being set to one, the inverter becomes
interesting and is evaluated, giving an output of zero. Since one input of G is still zero, no
glitch will appear on its output. If ternary simulation 151 is used, however, the glitch will
be detected using either lazy or normal simulation. Section 4 presents an extension to the
lazy simulation algorithm to handle circuits that depend on the delay of components and
thus the order of their evaluation.

~4 Delay

The operation of some logic circuits depends on the delay of the blocks composing the

circuit. An example is the Queue circuit in Chapter 7 of Mead and Conway till that uses
3/2 rules. It requires that the delay through any three gates be at least as large as the delay

through any two gates. To simulate such circuits we must modify our model to include the
concept of delay. The output of a block must change its state a 9ixed period of simulated

time after the input changed state. Simulating delays in circuits is also useful to verify

:..4
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A 011111111 ...

AN 110000000 ...
C 110111111 ...

Q 000101010 ...

QN 111101010 ...

Figure 5: Circuit Containing a Hazard

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

(0 on (0.2). 1 on (2.4). 1 on (7.9). 0 on (9,11))

Figure 6: Interval Representation of a Waveform

that the maximum delay through a circuit does not exceed some bound, although timing
analyzers [9] [13] are usually more effective at performing this task.

We can extend the lazy simulation algorithm to handle circuits with delay, by considering
values to be waveforms. A waveform is a list of interval-value pairs. Each pair represents
the waveform being at a particular value for the specified time interval. An example of a
waveform and its interval representation is shown in Figure 6.

Blocks operate on input waveforms to produce output waveforms as in the T.algorithm
7]. Unlike the T-algorithm however, we do not store or operate on the entire waveform
"t once. We only store that portion of the waveform necessary to allow a lazy simulator
to produce the same result as a normal event-driven simulator, even though it evaluates
blocks in a different order. A block that is interesting stores only its present value. When
an input port becomes uninteresting it begins keeping a history of events. The history is
kept only for the last d time units, where d i the maximum delay from the input port to a
signal that is always interesting.

When an uninteresting input port, i, becomes interesting it must find its value at the
present simulation time. If the block, b = i.block, is interesting, the port's history will
contain this value. If b is uninteresting, however, the value of its inputs must be computed

5



Rom POOR . Ir r .. M* V

Circuit 1-bit ALU 8-bit ALU 8-bit Mult 16-bit Arith.
Gates 17 136 640 9%
Test Patterns 256 4096 4096 5120
Normal Evals 5509 350718 5679191 1626146
Lazy Evals 3893 267154 4171026 1 799371
Lazy / Normal 0.70 0.77 0.73 0.49

Table 1: Experimental Results for Normal and Lazy Simulation

at an earlier time, Tt = T - b.delay, where b.delay is the delay of b. Block b is then simulated
at time Td, possibly causing the evaluation of other blocks at even earlier times if one of its
input ports does not have the required value. This out-of-order evaluation is guaranteed
to be consistent since the block was uninteresting. The roll-back is guaranteed to succeed
because uninteresting input ports keep histories for the last d time units and the rollback
will never exceed d.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis

A prototype lazy simulator has been implemented in LISP on a Symbolics 3600 computer.
The simulator performs either normal or lazy event-driven simulation on gate-level circuits
without delay. To measure the performance of the simulator, four test circuits were sirnu-
lated using both normal and lazy simulation. The total number of evaluations performed
during each simulation run are tabulated in Table 1.

The four circuits are a 1-bit ALU, an 8-bit ALU, an 8 x 8-bit multiplier, and a 16.
bit arithmetic unit. The ALUs perform all 16 boolean functions of two variables as well
as addition and subtraction. The multiplier is a simple combinational multiplier without
recoding. A 16-bit ALU is combined with the multiplier to form the arithmetic unit. The
output is selected by a multiplexor.

The results show that lazy simulation reduces the number of gate evaluations by 20 % to
50 %. The larger savings occur for circuits like the arithmetic unit that contain multiplexors.

Since only one input of a multiplexor is interesting at a given time, these circuits contain
many uninteresting nodes. Such circuits are quite common in digital systems.

I The wall clock time per gate evaluation was almost identical for the two simulators,
about Ims. Thus, the cost of computing interest is comparable to the cost of normal event

scheduling.
[ To date every circuit simulated on the prototype simulator has required fewer events

for lazy simulation than for normal event-driven simulation. There is no guarantee that
this will be the case however. A block is evaluated every time it becomes interesting. If
the interest of a block changes several times while the inputs of the block remain stable,
a lazy simulator would perform more evaluations than a normal simulator. This situation

can be avoided by not allowing blocks to become uninteresting until they have processed
at least one input event since they last became interesting. With this restriction it is easy

* to prove that in the worst case lazy simulation will require no more than twice as many

6
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% 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 •

P0 (k) 1.00 10.80 10.64 051 10.41 0.33 0.26 10.211

Table 2: Probability of a Gate Being Interesting by Level, F - F. - 3

evaluations as normal simulation. For most circuits, lazy simulation will require many fewer
e.5. evaluations.

The order in which block inputs are evaluated is an important factor affecting the
performance of a lazy simulator. The prototype simulator searches for the first signal in
a dominating state (e.g., a zero input to an AND gate). Thus it is important that slowly
changing control inputs be ordered before data inputs. For example, in a multiplexor the
select inputs and their complements should be ordered before the data inputs.

VIf we assume that the values of the signals in a circuit are independent random variables
we can estimate the fraction of nodes that will be interesting at a given time. While
this assumption is certainly not true in practice (signal values are highly correlated) this
approximation gives us a bound on activity, and a similar assumption has been shown to
produce good results in grading tests for fault coverage [8]. Consider a circuit in which each
gate has fan-in F and fan-out F., and each signal is equally likely to be high or low. Then
the probability of the input of an AND or OR gate being interesting is

P,(k) = 2-FP.(k) I + 2---- (1

where P.(k) is the probability of the gate itself being interesting, and k is the distance from
the gate to a primary output. P. is a function of the distance from the gate to the output.
Assuming that gates are in strict rank-order it is given by

Po(f) = 10 (2){ 1 - (1 - , (k - 1))P- otherwise

For the case where fan-in and fan-out are both three, the probability of a gate being
interesting as a function of its level (minimum path-length to an output) is shown in Table 2.
This data agrees to within about 10 % for the ALUs (average level v 2), but severely
underestimates the interest of gates in the multiplier (average level m 4). This disagreement
is due to the extensive use of exclusive-OR gates in the multiplier that propagate interest
without attenuation back from the outputs.

6 Conclusion
Lazy simulation substantially reduces the amount of computation required to simulate dig-

ital circuits. By simulating only interesting blocks, lazy evaluation avoids computing the
values that will subsequently be ignored. Only gates with changing inputs and interesting
outputs are simulated.

7
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There are many possible extensions to the work described here. The lazy simulation
algorithm described here treats all state variables as interesting. A simulator could be
constructed that computes state variables only when they are needed. It is difficult, however,
to compute when a state variable is interesting. Simply propagating interest backwards
results in cycling repeatedly around feedback paths. A more clever algorithm is required
for propagating interest through feedback loops.

The algorithm developed here would apply equally well to concurrent fault simulation
[14]. In a lazy fault simulator blocks may be interesting in some machines and uninteresting
in other machines. Blocks would only need to be evaluated for the machines in which they
are interesting.

Lazy algorithms can be applied to switch-level simulaticn [4]. Every node in a switch-
level circuit contains state and thus would be interesting to an algorithm such as the one
described here. Instead of applying lazy simulation to nodes at the logic level, however, we
can apply the technique to transistors when paths are being traced to compute strengths.
MOSSIM in fact has a mode in which it avoids propagating paths across transistors that it
considers redundant.

The lazy simulation algorithm is an interesting hybrid of data-driven and deinand-driven evaluation. Both of these techniques offer a flexibility in sc'heduling that csn beused to exploit parallelism. This paper has only considered a sequential algorithm for lazy

simulation. The technique, however, should be applicable to distributed simulators such as
those described in [1] and (12].
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TIGHT BOUNDS FOR MINIMAX GRID MATCHING,
WITH APPLICATIONS TO THE AVERAGE CASE ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS

Tom Leighton and Peter Shor

Abstract

The minimax grid matching problem is a fundamental combinatorial problem A
associated with the average case analysis of algorithms. The problem has
arisen in a number of interesting and seemingly unrelated areas, including
wafer-scale integration of systolic arrays, two-dimensional discrepancy
problems, and testing pseudorandom number generators. However, the minimax
grid matching problem is best known for its application to the maximum up-
right matching problem. The maximum up-right matching problem was originally
defined by Karp, Luby and Marchetti-Spaccamela in association with algorithms
for 2-dimensional bin packing. More recently, the up-right matching problem
has arisen in the average case analysis of on-line algorithms for
1-dimensional bin packing and dynamic allocation.

In this paper, we solve both the minimax grid matching problem and the maximum
up-right matching problem. As a direct result, we obtain tight upper bounds
on the average case behavior of the best algorithms known for 2-dimensional
bin packing, 1-dimensional on-line packing and on-line dynamic allocation.
The results also solve a long-open question in mathematical statistics.
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A Survey of Problems and Results for Channel Routing

(Extended Abstract)
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Abstract: This paper presents a brief survey of the known models, results, open questions and

references for routing in a 2-sided channel with the specific goal of minimizing channel width.
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1. Introduction

Channel routing plays a central role in the development of automated layout systems for inte-

grated circuits. Many layout systems first place modules on a chip or circuit board and then wire

together terminals. on different modules that should be electrically connected. This wiring problem is

often solved by heuristically partitioning the given space into rectangular channels and then assign-

ing to each such channel a set of wires which are to pass through it. This solution reduces a 'global'

~ wiring problem to a set of disjoint (and hopefully easier) 'local" channel routing subproblems. For

this reason, channel routing problems have been intensively studied for over a decade, and numerous

heuriscics and approximation algorithms have been proposed.

In this paper, we consider a very specific class of channel routing problems with the following

generic form. The channel consists of a rectilinear grid of tracks (or rows) and columns. Along the

-- top and bottom tracks are numbers called terminals, and terminals with the same number form a

net. A net with r terminals is called an •-point net. The smallest net is a R-point net. If r > 2,

we have a multipoint net. The channel routing problem is to connect all the terminals in each net

'- .- using horizontal and vertical wires which are routed along the underlying rectilinear grid. The goal

-. is to complete the wiring using the minimum number of tracks; i.e., to minimize the width of the

channel. No constraint is placed on the number of columns used at either end of the channel.

• ,.*. Wire segments are physically located on one of the one or more layers. Wire segments in

different layers can be connected with Contact cut., which can be thought of as very short wire

segments running through grid points perpendicular to the routing surface. We will not restrict

the number of contact cuts, but no two wires can change layers in the same space without being

connected.

A variety of models have been proposed for channel routing, with differences depending on the

number of layers allowed and on the ways in which wires are allowed to interact. The simplest is

river routing. In the river routing model, only one layer of interconnect is available. Since disjoint

WIN.
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wires cannot cross one another, a problem must be planar to be river routable. Unfortunately, this

is often not the case in practice. Even worse, some simple problems like an N-nat shift-left-by-I

require N tracks to river route. Hence, even though river routing problems can be routed optimally

using a simple greedy algorithm, the model is sufficiently restrictive so as not to be relevant for

general channel routing problems. S.

In this paper, we focus on models with two or more layers. Unfortunately, the problem of

minimizing channel width is NP-complete for most of the models, so we are constrained to consider

approximation algorithms and worst case bounds. Typically, the quality of the bounds and algo-

rithms will be measured as a function of channel density, which is strongly correlated with optimal

channel width. The density d of a channel routing problem is the maximum number of distinct nets

crossing any vertical cut of the channel.

-. The paper is divided into five sections. Two-layer models for channel routing are discussed in '

Section 2. In particular, we describe the Manhattan, knock-knee, unit-vertical-overlap and unre-

stricted models. Models with three or more layers are discussed in Section 3. Included here is a

- discussion of multilayer knock-knee, restricted overlap and unrestricted models. The most impor-

tant open questions concerning channel routing are discussed in Section 4. We conclude with some

references in Section 5.

2. Models and Results for Two Layers

2.1. Manhattan Routing
*1P.,

The most common 2-layer model is the traditional Manhattan routing model. In the Manhattan

model, horizontal wire segments are routed in one layer and vertical wire segments are routed in
the other layer. Hence, wires can cross but cannot overlap (i.e., run on top of one another) for

any distance. Note that when a wire changes direction, it must also change layers, which requires

a contact cut at the corresponding grid point. Where a contact cut is used, no other electrically
PV

disjoint wire can pass through that grid point in either layer.

2
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Szymanski 1201 showed that optimal Manhattan routing is NP-complete, and with Yannakaki3s

(211 showed that the problem remains NP-complete even for the special case of 2-point nets. Even

worse, Brown and Rivest [51 showed that some simple problems with density 1 like the N-net I-shift

require fl(VW) tracks to route in the Manhattan model.

Motivated by the work in [51, Baker, Bhatt and Leighton Ill defined the notion of chanel ftux

and showed that the flux of a channel is a lower bound on width. (Density was already known to be

a trivial lower bound.) Roughly speaking, a channel has flux f if f is the largest integer for which

some horizontal cut spanning 212 columns splits at least 212 - I nets. The flux can be as large as

Av'/ 3 for a problem with N nets (e.g., a 1-shift) but is often constant in practice.

Most importantly, Baker, Bhatt and Leighton discovered a linear time approximation algorithm

for Manhattan routing. For 2-point net problems, the algorithm uses just d+O(f) tracks. For general

problems with multipoint nets, the algorithm uses up to 2d + 0(f) tracks.

2.2. Knock-Knee Routing

It is worth noting that the constraints of the Manhattan model can be reformulated so as to

not require layer-per-direction routing. In particular, any two-layer routing for which wires do not

overlap or share corners (e.g., no wire can bend on the top layer directly above a wire bending on

the lower layer) can be assigned layers so that vertical segments are on one layer and horizontal

segments are on the other layer.

When wires are allowed to share corners, however, we have the much different knock-knee model

proposed by Rivest, Barats and Miller [18]. Although the knock-knee model seems close to the

Manhattan model in terms of constraints, it is vastly superior when it comes to routing certain

problems. For example, the N-net 1-shift can be routed using just 1 track in the knock-knee model

WI whereas f)(V/Y) tracks are required in the Manhattan model. In fact, Rivest, Barats and Miller

showed that every 2-point net problem can be routed using 2d - 1 tracks in the knock-knee model.

Hence, the flux lower bound disappears altogether. (Actually, there is a small bug in 1181 which
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has been noted and removed by many, including [141.) Density, of course, is still a lower bound.
Somewhat surprisingly, Leighton [101 showed that the 2d- 1 bound is tight for every d in the worst %

case.

For multipoint net problems, the Rivest-Barats-Miller algorithm s easily extended to route

using 4d - 1 tracks. No better algorithm is known for general multipoint net problems, but Leighton
[1111 has discovered a 2d + O(V/d) algorithm for problems consisting solely of multipoint nets (i.e., '

no 2-point nets). In either case, no improved lower bounds are known.

2.3. Unit-Vertical- Overlap Routing

In the unit.vertic-overap model, wires are allowed to overlap but only for unit segments at a

time and only in the vertical direction. The unit-vertical-overlap model was first defined and studied

by Leighton and Pinter [12] and Gao and Hambrusch 17]. Both groups discovered algorithms for

this model that use only d + 0(d' 1 3) tracks to route 2-point net problem, and 2d + 0(d 2
13) tracks

to route multipoint net problems. More recently, Berger, Brady, Brown and Leighton [21 improved

the upper bounds to d + O(vfd) and 2d + O(%), respectively, with a linear-time algorithm. Both

bounds are a factor of two better than the corresponding knock-knee bounds, and the 2-point net

bound, in particular, is very close to the general density lower bound.

The d + O(V'Th bound for 2-point nets has been conjectured to be optimal in the worst case.

In support of the conjecture, Berger, Brady, Brown and Leighton exhibit a large class of 2-point

net problems which provably require d + fl(logd) tracks. No stronger lower bound is known for

multipoint net problems.

The Berger-Brady-Brown-Leighton algorithm is also nice in the sense that it generalizes the

Baker-Bhatt-Leighton Manhattan routing algorithm and the Rivest-Barats-Miller knock-knee algo-

rithm, which are very different. Development of algorithms that are tolerant to small changes in the

model is worthwhile since they are likely to be more useful in practice, where small deviations from

the norm are common.
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2.4. Unrestricted Two-Layer Routing

In the unrestricted model, wires are allowed to overlap arbitrarily. Somewhat surprisingly, the

algorithms for unrestricted routing are no better than those for unit-vertical.-overlap routing, at

least when measured in terms of worst-case channel width. The lower bounds are weaker, however.

Half-density, not d, is the best universal lower bound and d + I is the best worst-case bound known

(2, 10].

. Models and Results for More than Two Layers

3.1. Knock-Knee Models

Preparata and Lipaki [15] defined the three-layer knock-knee model as a natural generalization

of the two-layer knock-knee model. As in the two-layer case, wires are allowed to cross and share

corners, but cannot overlap.

Once again, density is a lower bound for any problem in the three-layer knock-knee model. In

a dramatic result, Preparata and Lipski proved that d tracks always suffice to route any 2-point net

problem, which is precisely optimal. Later this was extended to 2d - 1 tracks for multipoint nets

by Sarrafzadeh and Preparata (19], and to 2d for 3-point nets [16]. No nontrivial lower bounds are

known for multipoint net problems.

Several researchers have also studied the less structured problem of knock-knee routing without

worrying about layer assignment. This would be the equivalent of two or three layer knock-knee

routing where layer changes are allowed in between grid points. Along these lines, Frank [6] obtained

a variety of results, including those of Rivest, Baratz and Miller. In addition, Mehlhorn, Preparata

and Sarrafzadeh [14] developed a linear time algorithm which reproduces the bounds of [15], [16], %

and [19]. Extending such results back to the more restrictive 3-layer knock-knee model is not always

easy. In fact, Lipski [13] showed that it is NP-complete just to decide if it is possible to legally

assign each wire segment to one of three layers. Brady and Brown [31, on the other hand, developed

a fast algorithm that always legally assigns layers when four or more layers are allowed.

5
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3.2. Restricted Overlap Models

Hambrusch [91 wu the first to investigate a multilayer model in which resticted overlap is

allowed. In particular, she showed how to route any 2-point net problem in + i tracks using L

layers and k-fold overlap for k : f41 - 2. This is, of course, always within one track of optimal

provided that at most k wires can overlaptross any segment. For &iJ -1 < k <_ ri 4.1, Hambrusch

described algorithms that differ from the lower bound of by a constant factor that tends to 1 as

L gets large. For the special case when double overlap is allowed in 3 or 4 layers, the algorithm uses

d 3 or 2d + 3 tracks, respectively. No results were proved for multipoint net problems.

Brady and Brown [41 also considered multilayer models in which wires are allowed to overlap,

but only on every Jth layer (J > 2). They showed how to route any multiterminal net problem on L

layers using r(d+ 1)/rL/JII +2 tracks if L > J+3. For problems with a sufficient number of layers,

:' this is within 3 tracks of the trivial lower bound fd/[L/JI1. For the special case of nonadjacent

overlap (J - 2) and 4 layers, they obtained a bound of d 1 + 4 tracks, which is at most 5 trackshi ' more than the simple lower bound of r1l. The upper bound can be improved to r[i + 4 tracks for

2-point net problems.

3.3 Unrestricted Overlap Models

For L-layer channels with unrestricted overlap, every problem requires at least d tracks. Ham-

brusch [81 extended the lower bound to d for a large class of 2-point net problems.
, _

The first nontrivial upper bounds for this model are due to Hambrusch 191 who showed how
to route 2-point net problems using fd/[(L - 1)/211 + 3 tracks for L > 5. For 3 and 4 layers, the

algorithm uses 2d + 3 and Id + 3 tracks, respectively. These bounds were improved by Brady and

Brown [41 who showed how to route any multipoint net problem using f(d + 2)/L2L/3J1 + 5 tracks

for L ?: 7. Inferior results were obtained for smaller L.

Most recently, Berger, Brady, Brown and Leighton 121 obtained nearly optimal bounds for

unrestricted multilayer routing. In particular, they showed how to route any 2-point net problem

6
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sing --- + O(v"_-L) tracks and any multipoint net problem with d-- + O(v/W-L) tracks. The

2-point net bound is within an additive factor of O(V/d7T) of the worst-case lower bound. The

multipoint net bound is within a small constant factor of the general lower bound. All of the

algorithms run in linear time.

4. Key Open Questions

The most important open question is whether or not multipoint net problems really require

wider channels in 2-layer models than 2-point net problems. In all four of the 2-layer models

described, the best upper bounds for multipoint net problems are a factor of two worse than the

-. corresponding bounds for 2-point net problems. The work of Preparata and Sarrafzadeh [16! suggests

that intermediate results for r-point net problems are possible, but no approach to the general

problem has been uncovered.

The 2-point/multipoint net question can also be asked for L > 2 layers. In general, the best

upper bounds for multipoint nets are a factor of worse than the corresponding 2-point net

bounds.

It would be nice to determine exact worst case bounds for unrestricted channel routing in 2 or

more layers, even for 2-point nets. Currently, the best universal upper bound differs from the best

existential lower bound by an additive factor of O(.v/27T) for 2-point net problems. My guess is

that the upper bounds are fairly tight. In other words, I suspect that there are 2-point net problems

that require - + fl(v') tracks for constant L > 2.

Along the same lines, it would be interesting to know how unrestricted the wiring has to

become before the worst-case lower bounds for unrestricted routing are achieved. For example, the

best algorithm (in terms of worst-case performance) for unrestricted 2-layer routing produces the

same wort-case bounds in the more restrictive unit-vertical-overlap model. Is it possible that unit-

vertical-overlaps are sufficiently powerful to achieve the same worst-case performance as unrestricted

routing? I suspect that this may be true.

' 7



Lastly, it is always worthwhile to develop algorithms which are guaranteed to perform close to

optimal for any given problem, and not just for worst-case problems. For example, maybe there is

a 2-layer knock-knee algorithm that always performs within a (1 + c) factor timei optimal. Perhaps

the elegant techniques recently developed by Raghavan [171 could be useful in developing such

algorithms.
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A Hyperconcentrator Switch for Routing Bit-Serial Messages
(Extended Abstract)

Thomas H. Cormen
Charles E. Leiserson

Laboratory for Computer Science
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Abstract • If k _< m, then an electrical path is established

from each input wire which contains a message
In highly parallel message routing networks, it is to an output wire.
sometimes desirable to concentrate relatively few mes-
sages on many wires onto fewer wires. We have de- * If k > rn, then each output wire has an electrical
signed a VLSI chip for this purpose which is capa- path established from an input wire which con-
ble of concentrating bit-serial messages quickly. This tains a menage.
hyperconcentrator switch has a highly regular layout When k > m, some mmeages cannot be successfully
using ratioed nMOS and takes advantage of the rela- in which case we say the switch is congested.routed, i hc u esytesic scnetd
tively fast performance of large fan-in NOR gates in Typical ways of handling unsuccessfully routed me-

ro'r e sages in a routing network are to buffer them, to mis-
delays through the switch, where is the number o route them, or to simply drop them and rely on a
inputs to the circuit. The architecture generalizes to higher-level acknowledgment protocol to detect this
domino CMOS as well. situation and resend them. The switch design in this

paper is compatible with any of these congestion con-
I Introduction trol methods.

One way to create a concentrator switch is with a
.' The problem of concentrating relatively few commu- hyperconcentrator switch. An n-by.n hyperconcentra-

nications on many input lines onto a lesser num- tor switch' has n input wires X1 , X2,..., X, and n
ber of output lines must be solved in communication output wires Y1, Y2,...,Y.. The switch can estab-
networks of all kinds. In many parallel computing lish disjoint electrical paths from any set of k input
systems, communications are packaged into messages wires, for any 1 !5 k 5 t, to the first k output wires
which are routed among the processors. This paper Y,Y 2 ,...,Yh. In other words, we route the k mes-
presents a design for a VLSI implementation of a fast sages to the first k output wires. We can make any
concentrator switch suitable for routing bit-serial mes- n-by-m concentrator switch from an n-by-n hypercon-
sages in a parallel supercomputer. centrator switch by simply choosing the first m output

An n-by-m concentrator switch has n input wires of the hyperconcentrator switch, 1iY,..., Y2 v ,
wires X,X 2 ,...,X, and m < t output wires as the m output wires of the concentrator switch.
Yi, Y2 ,. .. , Yn. The switch can establish rn disjoint We can use a sorting network to implement a hy-
electrical paths from any set of rn input wires to the perconcentrator switch. The inputs to the sorting net-
m output wires. A concentrator switch always routes work are l's and 0's, representing the presence or ab-
as many messages as possible. Specifically, whenever sence of messages on the input wires to the switch.
k out of the n input wires of an n-by-m concentrator The sorting of the l's and O's, with l's before O's,
switch carry messages, one of the following is true: causes the k input messages to occupy the first k out-

v'" This research was supported in part by the Defense Ad- Puts.
'V" vanced Research Projects Agency under Contract N00014-80- Many sorting networks, such as Batcher's bitonic

C-0622. Tom Cormen is supported in part by a National Sci- sort [61, employ the technique of recursive merging.
ence Foundation Fellowship. Charles Leiserson is supported in
part by an NSF Presidential Young Investigator Award. 'The terminology is drawn from [111.
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Communication-Efficient Parallel Graph Algorithms

Charles E. Leiserson
SBruce M. Maggs

Laboratory for Computer Science 2i
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

-" Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

A Abtract--Communication bandwidth is a resource ignored by most parallel k
random-access machine (PRAM) models. This paper shows that many graph
problems can be solved in parallel, not only with polylogarithmic performance,
but with efficient communication at each step of the computation. We measure
the communication requirements of an algorithm in a model called the distributed
random-access machine (DRAM), in which communication cost is measured in
terms of the congestion of memory accesses across cuts of an underlying network.
The algorithms are based on a communication-efficient variant of the tree contrac-
tion technique due to Miller and Reif.

- Key Words: communication, fat-trees, graph theory, load factor, parallel algo-

rithms, randomized algorithms, tree contraction, volume-universal networks.
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CRYPTOLOGY AND VLSI (a two-part dissertation):

I. Detecting and Exploiting Algebraic Weaknesses in Cryptosystems
II. Algorithms for Placing Modules on a Custom VLSI Chip

Alan Theodore Sherman

Abstract

This dissertation describes two separate and independent investigations in
cryptology and VLSI. Part I explores relationships between algebraic and
security properties of cryptosystems, focusing on finite, deterministic
cryptosystems whose encryption transformations form a group under functonal
composition. Part II explores the problem of automatically placing modules on
a custom VLSI chip, focusing on the placement heuristics used in the MIT PI
(Placement and Interconnect) System.
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A HIGH-PERFORMANCE VLSI QUATERNARY SERIAL MULTIPLIER

~ William J. Dally

Abstract

The QSM is a fast quaternary serial multiplier implemented in 4u CMOS-SOS
technology. This VLSI chip achieves high performance by using a quaternary
representation of partial products, by using Domino-CMOS circuit design, and
by recoding the multiplier. Encoding partial products as quaternary numbers
enables this multiplier to use a novel pass-transistor circuit that performs
tvo-bit addition four times faster than a conventional gate circuit.
Prototype QSM chips on first silicon achieved a multiplication rate of 20M
bits/sec. Simulation results indicate that a QSM designed in a state-of-the-
art CMOS technology would achieve multiplication rates in excess of 200M
bits/sec.
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Optimal Simulations of Tree Machines
(Preliminary Version)

Sandeep Bhatt Fan Chung Tom Leighton Arnold Rosenberg
Dept. Computer Science Bell Comm. Research Dept. Mathematics Dept. Computer Science

Yale University Morristown, NJ 07960 M.I.T. U. Massachusetts
New Haven, CT 06520 Cambridge, MA 02139 Amherst, MA 01003

4 Abstract- offers a rich interconnection topology with high commu-
Universal networks offer the advantage that they can nication bandwidth, low diameter, and a recursive struc-

execute programs written for simpler architectures with- ture naturally suited to divide-and-conquer applications.
out significant run-time overhead. In this paper we inves- More importantly, the hypercube supports efficient rout-
tigate simulations of tree machines; the fact that divide- ing algorithms and can therefore simulate any realistic

• and-conquer algorithms are programmed naturally on parallel machine efficiently. Using Batcher's determinis-
trees motivates our investigation, tic sorting scheme or Valiant's randomized message rout-

Among various proposals for parallel computing the ing algorithm for instance, the hypercube can simulate
% boolean hypercube has emerged as a particularly versp- a PRAM, and hence any realistic parallel machine with

tile network. It is well known that programs for multi- only a small polylogarithmic multiplicative increase in

dimensional grid machines, for example, can be executed time. This universality property makes the hypercube
on a hypercube with no communications overhead by extremely attractive for parallel computing.
embedding the grid as a subgraph of the hypercube. Our Many parallel architectures can be simulated on the
first result is that a program for any tree machine can hypercube without the logarithmic increase in time. For
be executed on the hypercube with constant overhead, example, every 241 x ... x 2 ", grid is a subgraph of the
More precisely, every cycle of a synchronous binary tree 2 E ,X node hypercube. Such multi-dimensional grids can
can be simulated in 0(I) cycles on a hypercube, inde- therefore be simulated on a hypercube with no commu-
pendent of the shape of the tree. The algorithm to em- nications overhead. The importance of grid algorithms
bed the tree within the hypercube runs in polynomial
time. We also give efficient simulations of arbitrary bi- to scientific applications coupled with the capability of a
nary trees on the complete binary tree, the FFT and hypercube to simulate grids of different aspect ratios has

often been cited as an important consideration in build-shuffle-exchange networks. ing hypercubes. Johnsson 1121 gives a survey of various
It is natural to ask if any sparse network can simu- efficient matrix algorithms on the hypercube.

late every binary tree efficiently. Somewhat surprisingly,
we construct a universal bounded-degree network on N What other networks can be simulated on a hyper-
nodes for which every N node binary tree is a spanning cube with little or no communications overhead? This
tree. In other words, every binary tree can be simulated question remains largely unexplored. In this paper we
on our universal network with no overhead. This im- take the first step to investigate simulations of binary
proves previous bounds on the sizes of universal graphs trees within the hypercube. Highly parallel divide-and-
for trees. conquer algorithms can be conveniently programmed on

an abstract binary tree machine, as can concurrent data
structures 1I, 91. While the complete binary tree is suit-

I Introduction able for a number of applications, there are instances
when the divide-and-conquer tree is not complete. For

A number of supercomputer architectures interconnect- example, in finite-element computations the tree gener-
ing hundreds or thousands of processors have been pro- ated by recursively decomposing a region into smaller
posed in recent years. Prominent is the boolean hyper- subregions is, in general, neither complete nor binary.
cube, different versions of which have been built at Intel, This paper considers "static' simulations only; we as-
N-cube, BBN, and Thinking Machines. The hypercube sume that the binary tree is fixed in size and shape and
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does not evolve in time. We also assume that all nodes dilation of an embedding <, p > is the maximum dila-
of the tree (and not just the leaves) are active simulta- tion, over all edges in G, under < ,p>.
neously, as is the case when different computations are We measure the quality of an embedding with three
pipelined through a single fixed tree. Our main result cost functions - ezpanaion, dilation, and load-factcr.
is that the hypercube can simulate every binary tree Following Rosenberg 1131, define the expansion of an
with only a small constant factor overhead in commu- embedding < #, p > of G into H to be the ratio of

nications cost. This improves results of Bhatt and Ipsen the size of VH to the size of V<. Intuitively, expan-
141 who give a simulation with communications overhead sion measures processor utilization. The load.factor

log logN + 0(1). A(e) of an edge e in H is the number of paths that W

For many years graph theorists have been interested in pass through s which are images of edges in G, i.e.,

constructions of universal graphs for important families %(em) (fe e Eo : p(e) contains se)), and the load-
of graphs. Chung and Graham 151 briefly describe some factor A of an embedding is defined to be the maximum

of the early work in this area. The archetypical problem load-factor over all edges in H.

is: given a class * of graphs on N nodes, construct a Our model of synchronous parallel networks assumes
universal graph H on N nodes with the fewest edges that a processor (node of G or H) can communicate
necessary so that every graph G in * is a subgraph of with each of its neighbors in one clock cycle, so that
H. The subgraph property is attractive in the context of edges serve as bidirectional links. We restrict attention
parallel computing because it implies no communication to simulations in which each cycle of G is simulated by ,-

overhead in simulating any graph in t. a series of cycles of H, before the simulation of the next

The case when * is the set of N node trees has re- clock cycle of G is begun. For an embedding < 0,p >

ceived considerable attention. Following 16, 7I, Chung of G, each communication across an edge in e E Ec is
and Graham 181 constructed a universal graph for trees effected by transmitting the message along the path p(e)
with O(N log N) edges, which is optimal up to constant in H.

factors for trees with unbounded degree 151. For the case Suppose we are given an embedding of 0 in H with
when * is the class of trees of bounded degree, we give dilation d and load-factor A. It should be clear that the

a bounded-degree universal graph. Since our graph has time to simulate one cycle of G on H can be no less
bounded-degree, it has a linear number of edges, thus than the dilation d. Furthermore, if every node in G
improving the previous bound for arbitrary trees. Fried- communicates with each of its neighbors in one cycle,

man and Pippenger 1101 have recently shown that an then as many as A messages will pass across some edge
expanding graph with N nodes and O(N) edges is uni- in H in the same direction, so that the simulation must
versal for binary trees with aN nodes (0 < a < 1). take at least A cycles. Similarly, each message can be

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows, delayed at most A cycles in a single queue so that if d is
Section 2 gives definitions and illustrates simple embed- 'the dilation then dA cycles are sufficient to simulate one
dings of binary trees within the hypercube. Section 3 cycle of G. Summarizing, we have:
sketches the combinatorial argument basic to our em-
bedding technique of Section 4 in which we describe how Lemma 1. Let A be the lod-factor, and d the dilation
to simulate any binary tree on the hypercube with con- of an embedding of G in H. If T cycles of H suffice

stant communication overhead. Section 5 describes the to simulate any cycle of G using this embedding, then

new construction of a bounded-degree universal groph max{d, A) _5 T:5 d\.
for trees. Section 6 concludes with a number of exten-
sions and open questions. To illustrate our definitions with an example, consider
.o othe embedding of Figure 1 of a complete binary tree

within the hypercube. The nodes of the tree are num-

2 Definitions bered inorder - each node of the tree is mapped to the
node in the hypercube with the corresponding address.

The problem of simulating one network by another is Each edge from a node to its left child is mapped to the
modeled as a graph embedding problem. An embedding corresponding hypercube edge between the images of the
< *, p > of a graph G = (VG, EG) into a graph H = two nodes, while the edge between a node and its right
(Veig, EM) is defined by an injective mapping from VG to child is mapped to the path from the right child to the
Vy, together with a mapping p that maps (u, v) e EG left child, and from the left child to the parent. The ex-
onto a path p(#(u),0(v)) in H that connects 0(u) and pansion, N/(N - 1), is the minimum possible while the

0(v). The dilation of the edge (u, v) under < 0, p > dilation equals 2. The load factor also equals 2, but there

equals the length of the path p(4'(u), 0(v)) in H. The are no queueing delays and two cycles of the hypercube

.5.%
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00,000. se eeo to '1,00
Figure 1: TA dilation 9 inorder embedding. Figure 2: A spanning tree S4 of the hypercube.

suffice to simulate one cycle of the complete binary tree. T is decomposed and efficiently embedded within an N
. Since an N - I node complete binary tree is never node thistle tree; an efficient embedding of the thistle

a subgraph of the N node hypercube for N >_ 8 1141, tree within the hypercube in the second step induces an
any embedding of a large complete binary tree in the efficient embedding for T. This strategy is similar in
hypercube with expansion I must have dilation at least spirit to the VLSI layout techniques of 121, with the this-
2. In this sense, the inorder embedding of Figure I is tle tree playing the role of the tree-of-meshes network.
optimal. There is, however, a much more efficient em- Combinatorial techniques developed previously for VLSI
bedding. Bhatt and Ipsen 141 show that the N node tree layout 121 apply in a straightforward way to the results in
Si.g N of Figure 2 is a spanning tree of the N node hy- this section, and we will only sketch some of the proofs
percube. As a corollary, the N - I node complete binary in this abstract. This section gives the combinatorial
tree can be embedded in an N node hypercube with only lemmas basic to our result; thistle trees and their em-
one edge of dilation 2, and the with unit load-factor ev- beddings are discussed in the next two sections.
erywhere. In fact, this embedding is unique. Observe
also that with expansion 2, the tree can be embedded nodes i. let oe l k olor . Letry t e ewih"iatonI whoose nodes it colored with one of k colors. Let ni be the

"s with dilation 1.

Unfortunately, we do not know if arbitrarily struc- number of node# of color i, I < 5 k, XX = N. By
tured binary trees can be efficiently embedded in such removinp k log N or fewer edges, T can be bisected into

an elegant manner. We can use the well-known prop- two components of sizes IN/2], [N/21 such that, for each

erty that removing a single edge can separate a binary i, 1 _ i < k, ech component h. at least [n,/2J nodes
tree into two components each containing at least Ln/3J ofcolor,.
nodes. By recursively embedding the split components Lemma 4. Every N node binary tree T can be mapped
within smaller hypercubes and translating one cube so onto an N node complete binary tree C so that at moat
that the nodes of the cut edge are adjacent in the new S log f + 18 nodes of T are mapped onto any one node of
dimension, we obtain the following result. C at distance t from the root, and so that any two nodes

Theorem 2. Every N node binary tree can be em- adjacent in T are mapped to nodes at most distance 3
bedded with unit-dilation in a hypereube with O(N '7 ) apart in C.

nds Proof. The idea Is to recursively bisect T, placing the

I Although Theorem 2 gives a unit-dilation embedding, successive sets of bisector nodes within successively lower
the expansion (ow N-') is too large for the embedding levels of C, until T is decomposed into single nodes. For
to be useful in practice. In the next two sections we re- example, the nodes placed at the root of C bisect T into
lax the unit-dilation requirement slightly, and show that two subgraphs T" and T2. Similarly, nodes mapped to

every binary tree can be embedded with 0(1) dilation, the left child of the root bisect T1 and nodes mapped
"A expansion and load-factor, onto the right child bisect T,. In addition, at level ielof C we map nodes of T (that have not already been

," mapped within levels i - 1, i - 2) that are adjacent to
3 The decomposition lemma nodes mapped at level i - 3 of C. This ensures that

nodes adjacent in T will be mapped to nodes of C at
To embed an arbitrary N node binary tree T within the most distance 3 apart.
hypercube we proceed in two steps. In the first step To keep the number of nodes of T mapped to a level
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i node in C within the required bounds, we use Lemma internal node in Lemma 4 onto the corresponding thistle
4 with 3 colors. The following procedure describes how in the thistle tree (with at most 0(1) nodes of T at a
this is done. single thistle) we can obtain an embedding with expan-

sion I and dilation no greater than 5. In this embedding
1. Step 1. Initialize every node of T to color A, bisect the thistles at the top levels may have multiple nodes of

T, and place the bisector nodes at the root (level T embedded within them, but there is a corresponding
1). deficit at thistles at the bottom of the thistle tree. By

2. Step 2. For each subgraph created in the previous "pushing' the excess level-by-level down the tree, we can2.Stp . o echsugrp ceaedinte reios establish the following result.J

step, recolor every node adjacent to the bisector in eo
the previous step with color 0, and place a 2-color Lemma 5. Every N node binary tree T can be mapped
bisector for the subgraph at the corresponding level onto a thistle tree with ezpansion I and 0(1) dilation.
2 node.

It remains to embed the N node thistle tree within the
S. Step S. For each subgraph created in the previ- hypercube in an efficient manner. To this end, consider

ous step, recolor every node of color A adjacent to the inorder numbering of an N/2 node complete binary
the bisector in the previous step with color 1, and tree, as shown in Figure 4. It is not hard to see that each
place a S-color bisector for the subgraph at the cor- node u is within distance 1 (in the N/2 node hypercube)
responding level 3 node. of every node along the rightmost path in the left sub-

4. Step t. (log ITI _: t 2_ 4). For each subgraph cre- tree of u. Embed the thistle tree so that the centre of

ated in the previous step, place every node of color each thistle maps to the corresponding node in the com-

t (mod 2) at the corresponding level I node, recolor plete binary tree, and each leaf maps to a distinct node

every node of color A that is adjacent to one of in the rightmost path of the left subtree of the central

color t - 1 (mod 2) with color t (mod 2), and place node. Notice that the length of this path always equals

a S-color bisector for the remaining subgraph at the the number of leaves hanging off the central node in the
corresponding level t node. thistle. At this point each node of the hypercube has atmost two thistle tree nodes mapped onto it. Now add

If ni is the maximum number of nodes mapped to a another N/2 subcube and project each leaf of a thistle
level i node of C, then we have n, = log N, n2 = 2 log 1, onto this "shadow' tree - this gives us an embedding
ns - S log , and because we use a 3-color bisector at of the thistle tree with expansion I and dilation 2. To-
each step, in general we have: gether with Lemma 5, this guarantees an embedding of

arbitrary T with expansion I and 0(1) dilation.
n, S5 3 log ; + ini-s, A more careful analysis in Lemma 5 shows that nodes

u, v adjacent in T are mapped to thistles at most 6 levels
from which the result follows. apart. An interesting property of the inorder numbering

is that the set of nodes obtained by picking a node and
The decomposition is obtained in time polynomial in its descendants at distances 1, 2,... , t induce a t + I

the size of T because, for fixed k, a k-color bisector for dimensional subcube (with one node missing), so thatdiesoa treeb (wit one noudd misig) soyom tihe.
a tree can be found in polynomial time. any two nodes at most t - I levels apart are within dis-

tance t + I in the hypercube. Therefore, by our earlier

4 Embeddings in the hypercube remark, the distance between the central nodes of the
thistles for u and v are distance 8 apart in the hyper-

The decomposition obtained in the previous section mo- cube. Since every central node is within distance 2 of its
tivates the definition of thistle trees. The thistle tree
T of height h is obtained by starting with a complete
binary tree of height h and, to each node at height i
(leaves are at height 1), 1 _5 i _5 h, attaching i - I ad-
ditional leaves. The thistle tree Ts is shown in Figure 3.
A simple calculation shows that the thistle tree T N of
height log N has 2N - log N - 2 nodes.

The decomposition of Lemma 4 is invoked to embed
an arbitrary N node binary tree within the thistle tree. Figure 3: The thistle tree T6 .
By mapping the nodes of T that are mapped to the same
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leaves, the dilation of the overall embedding is at most There do however exist graphs with bounded-degree
10. It is now straightforward to find paths in the hyper- that are universal for all binary trees. This section gives
cube between adjacent nodes of T so that the load factor the construction. First we need a few definitions.
is small. Summarizing, we have our main result of this
section. Definition. A graph G(V, E) is said to be full if for every

V' C V, IV'I <. IV /2, the number of edges between V
Theorem 6. Every N node binary tree can be embedded and V' is at least I V, [.
in a hypercube tr th ezpaneion 1, dilation 10 and 0(1) We observe in passing that there is a constant d such
load-factor. 0,, that for every m, there is an m node full graph with

Nmaximum degree d. In fact, any expander can be used
for constructing full graphs.

The universal graph r on N nodes is obtained as fol-
lows. For simplicity, we will assume that N = 20 - 1.

o * Start the construction with a complete binary tree on N
nodes. Then add edges so that the nodes at level k (a
constant specified later) form a full graph on k nodes.

OK140 Repeat this for nodes at levels 2k, 3k,..... Call the re-
suiting graph ro.

Figure 4: Embedding the thistle tree within the Next, add extra edges so that the nodes at levels
complete binary tree. k, 2k,... , log N - s (k divides log N - s and a is a con-

stant specified later) collectively form a full graph. Call
the resulting graph ri. Finally, insert an edge between

Together with Lemma 1, we have thus shown that any pair of nodes within distance t of each other, where
every binary tree machine can be simulated with 0(I) t is a constant specified later. The resulting graph, de-
communication overhead on a hypercube. The embed- noted r, is our universal graph. Observe that the maxi-
ding can be computed in polynomial time because the mum degree of any node in r is no greater than (2d + 3)'

bisection in Lemma 3, and consequently all other com- which, of course, is a constant because d and t are.
putations, can be computed in polynomial time. Of course, the construction given is primarily of the-

oretical interest because of the large constants. In the
following subsections we establish the main result below.

5 An optimal universal graph Theorem 8. Every N node binary tree is a spanning

A graph H is said to be universal for a family of N node tree of r.
graphs if every graph in the family is a subgraph of H.
The subgraph property is extremely strong (and attrac- 5.1 Flow lemmas
tive in applications) since it is equivalent to embeddings The proof of Theorem 8 is somewhat involved, and re-
with unit dilation and load factor. quires a few combinatorial lemmas concerning full graphs

The problem of constructing N node universal graphs and trees. The intuition captured in the following lem-
with fewest number of edges for all N node trees has of mas may be understood as follows. Suppose that we
received considerable attention. Following the work of have mapped a subset of the nodes of a tree T within a
[6, 71 Chung and Graham 181 constructed a universal graph G, and we next wish to map a node v of T onto
graph for trees with O(N log N) edges. This bound is a node of G in such a way that it remains 'close to"
optimal, to within constant factors [5j. its neighbors that have already been embedded. If there

For binary trees, however, smaller universal graphs ex- is no place readily available, we can still find a suitable
ist. Any N node binary tree can be embedded within an place for v by 'perturbing" the existing mapping slightly
N node thistle tree with dilation 5. By connecting every to make room for v. The £flow lemmas" establish con-
pair of nodes that are at most distance 5 apart in the ditions under which this can be done without dilating
thitle tree, we obtain an N node graph with O(N) edges edges significantly.
that contains every N node binary tree as a spanning
tree. However, the degree of the root is 0(log N) so that Lemma 9. Let G be a full gryph with maximum degree
although this universal graph is sparse, its nodes have d, and consider any assignment of packets to nodes of
unbounded degree. G such that every node of G is assigned at least fd/2]
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packets. Then for any disjoint subsets S and T of nodes 5.2 Decompositons revisited
such that IS 1=1 T 1, it is possible to redistribute the
packets so that: To establish Theorem 8 we use a decomposition strategy

different from that in section 3. The following lemma is
* every packet either sta ys atationary or moves to a a simple extension of the 1/3 : 2/3 separator theorem for

neighbor in G, binary trees and was observed previously in 131.

* the number of packet. in each node in S decreases Lemma 11. For every constant p < 1/2, there existsby , a constant q such that any m node two-colored binary
forest with w nodes of color A can be partitioned into

o the number of packets in each node in T increases two sets by the removal of q edges so that each set has
by 1, and at least lpmI nodes and at least [pwj nodes of color A.

o the number of packets in each node in V - (T U S) We also require an additional, final lemma below.
remains the same. Lemma 12. Every N node binary tree T can be embed-

ded within ro so that:
Proof sketch: The lemma is proved with a simple max-
flow/min-cut argument. Set up a flow problem with a o every node in levels 0, k, 2k, ... ,log N - s of [o is

supersource connected to each node in S and a super- assigned at least [d/2] and at most cl nodes of T,
sink connected to each node in T. Assign unit capacity where cl is some constant,
to each edge. Because G is full, there is a 0- 1 flow with
value I S I between the source and sink. The flow de- nodes of T are only assigned to nodes in levels
termines a 1-1 correspondence (along with edge-disjoint 0, k, 2k ... log N - s of r0 , and
paths) from the nodes in S to the nodes in T. By moving o nodes adjacent in T are assigned to nodes in Fo .sp-
one packet forward along each edge that has unit flow arated by distance at most C2, for some constant C2.
we can effect a reassignment of packets that satisfies the
last three conditions of the lemma.

Since every node in the flow graph (with the super- Once Lemma 12 is established, it is easy to complete
source and supersink) has degree at most d + 1, at most the proof of Theorem 8.

(d + 1)/21 = fd/21 packets will be removed from any
node of G during the reassignment process. Since every Proof of Theorem S. First obtain the embedding of

node of G initially has fd/2] packets, no packet need Lemma 12. Next, by Lemma 10 we can use the edges of
ever move more than one step. Hence the reassignment 'I1 - [o to reassign the nodes of T within F so that:
also satisfies the first condition. * every node in levels 0, k, 2k,... , log N - s - k of F
Lemma 10. Let C be an m node full graph with max. is assigned 2k - 1 nodes of T,
imum degree d, and consider any assignment of pack.
ets to nodes of G so that node vi has a, packets, where * every node in level log N- s of F is assigned 2 - 1
a, > [d/21 for 1 <. i <_ m. Then, for any set of numbers nodes of T, and

(a' 11 5 <i _5 m) for which a' > [d/21 for 1 i m, it nodes adjacent in T are assigned to nodes in F
is possible to redistribute the packets so that separated by distance at Most C3, where C3 _5 C2 +

* every packet is reassigned to a node which is at dis- 2max(I 2 - 1 - fd/21 , 2* - 1 - c, I).
tance at most max<< Ia, - n1 from its original At this point, we need only require that s _> k and
location in G, and that 2" - 1 _ fd/21 so that the conditions of Lemma 10

a the number of packets assigned to v, changes from are satisfied. Since k, s,d, cl, andC2 are all constants, we
a, to a',, for all 1 < i < m. know that c3 also is constant. We now reassign nodes one

more time so that the mapping from T to r is 1-1 and
onto. This is done by arbitrarily assigning the nodes of T

Proof sketch: Apply Lemma 9 maxi,< I a, - a, I on levels 0,k,2k,... ,log N- s of l'i to their immediate
times, each time decreasing the maximum value of descendants. Once this is done, the maximum distance
maxi:S,. I a, - a' I by one, but otherwise preserving in r, between any two nodes adjacent in T will be at
the hypothesis of the lemma. most cs + 2s, which is constant. By setting t = Cs + 2s in
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the construction of r, this will mean that T is a subgraph every node ends up with an equal number of subforests
of r, thereby completing the proof. M (to within one). We then map all the red nodes of T

(i.e., those adjacent to nodes in different subforests) to
Proof of Lemma 12. We follow an approach similar to the corresponding node of ro where the enclosing sub-
that in section 3. However, since we are allowed to place forest is currently located, making sure to map at least
only 0(1) nodes of T at any one node of ro, we cannot fd/21 nodes of T to each node on level k in ro (if there
afford to bisect the tree at each step because that may are not enough red nodes, then use up some of the white

. require placing placing e(log N) nodes of T at the root nodes within the same subforest to make up the total.
of ['o. Therefore, instead of bisecting the tree at each We will show later that there are always enough nodes
step, we separate it into proportional size components overall so that this is possible).
using Lemma 11, and continually balance the sizes of After the mapping is completed for level k, recolor
components as the embedding proceeds towards lower red all white nodes of T that are adjacent to nodes al-
levels of ro. ready mapped and henceforth regard the collection of

Start by picking any Fd/21 nodes of T and mapping subforests assembled at a single node of ro as a single• . ""them to the root (level o) of to. Color red those nodes of forest. Next, repeat the process used on levels 1, 2., k

T that are adjacent to one or more of the nodes placed for levels k+ ,k+2,... 2k,... og - where s is levels . l ees a
at the root of ro (all nodes are initially colored white)- constant still to be specified. At every kth level we rebal-
Next, fix p to any constant greater than 1/3 and use ance and coalesce forests as on level k, and map all red
Lemma 11 to partition the (as yet unmapped) nodes of nodes of T to the corresponding nodes of ro. At level
T into two sets, each with at least a fraction p of the logN - a all the unmapped nodes of T (both red and
total number of unmapped nodes, and each with at least white) are directly mapped to the corresponding node of
a fraction p of the total number of red nodes (always ro. Several details remain to be ironed out; however, it

*'- rounded to the nearest integer, of course). One of the' should be clear that nodes adjacent in T are mapped to
sets is distributed to the left subtree of the root of ro nodes which are at most k levels apart in ro.
and the other set to the right subtree. By Lemma 11, The analysis needed to complete the proof is tedious,
no more than q edges connect nodes in the two sets. but not difficult. We start by letting rik be the maximum

No nodes of T will be assigned to the next k - 1 levels number of red nodes in any forest after all partitioning,
of Fo, but we continue to partition T into smaller and balancing, coalescing, mapping and recoloring is done at
smaller sets. In particular, we first color nodes in the level ik of ro. Similarly, let z, be the maximum number
"left set" of T (those unmapped nodes of T distributed of nodes (both red and white) in the smallest forest at
to the left subtree of ro which are adjacent to nodes in level ik.
the right set. We then use Lemma II to partition the We will prove by induction that, for ik < log N - a,
left and right sets each into two smaller subsets, one for z,k_> 2-4ki/e,and
each grandchild of the root. Continue in this fashion, r,k < r' = 96(1 + r)2-kp-(+f 1°o fd/211+1)
coloring nodes red as they become adjacent to nodes Observing that r' ! [d/21, we note that both state-
in the opposite set and splitting the forests (sets) into ments are trivially true for i = 0 and N sufficiently large.
smaller forests until we have distributed a forest to each We next calculate bounds for rk+k and zk+k to proceed
node on the kth level of ro. with the inductive step.

Although the nodes are split into roughly equal frac- By Lemma 11, we know that
tions (p : - p) at each level, the sizes of forests at

the kth level could vary substantially (in fact, anywhere rj++ < (1 - p)rk + 1 + q
between pk and (1 - p)k). Therefore, at this stage we
balance the sizes of the forests assigned to each node and therefore, each forest at level ik + k of ro has at
by redistributing forests among nodes at level k. To most (1 -p)krik + (1 +q)/p red nodes initially. The pro-
achieve this balance, first use Lemma 11 to partition cess of partitioning forests into subforests at level ik + k
each forest into [d/2] subforests (but do not distribute cannot increase this value, but redistributing, coalescing
the subforests further down the tree). Next, partition and recoloring certainly can. To measure their effect, we
each subforest whose size is greater than 1/p times the need to bound the number of subforests that are located
size of the smallest subforest. Observe that this does not at any node following redistribution. This of course de-
affect the size of the smallest subforest. pends on the overall number of subforests, which in turn

We are now ready to apply Lemma 10, with each sub- depends on the size of the smallest subforest.
forest represented as a packet. In particular, we use The size of the smallest subforest at level ik is z,fr.
Lemma 10 to redistribute subforests on the level so that Hence, the size of the smallest forest at level ik + I is
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at least pz, - 1. Applying the argument recursively, we constant, every node at level log N - a of ['o is aassigned
find that the size of the smallest subforest at level ik + k between [d/21 and cl nodes, where e1 is some constant
(after all the subdividing at this level is complete) is, for bigger than r'. Moreover, nodes of T are only assigned to P
p :_ 1/2, at least nodes in levels 0, k,... , log N- s of I'o. Hence it remains

only to show that nodes adjacent in T are assigned to
zshpk+rlos rd12f 1 - ( - p)-1 > pk+fiosf/2112-,kN/6 - 2 nodes in ro separated by distance at most c2, for some

For sufficiently large 8 (i.e., small enough i), this is constant C2. We already know that C2 is at most k plu
at least p k+fiogfd/1 12-s'N/12. Hence, the number the distance subforests are allowed to move during the

at lastpk~~orf/2HakN1 2  ence th nuber rebalancing step at every kth level. By Lemma 10, this
of subforests at this level is no greater than 12 x
2 ,tp-(k+[Io[ d /2JJ). The maximum number of subforests distance is at most the largest number of subforests at

located at any node after balancing is therefore no any node before rebalancing. By the construction, this
greater than is at most some constant determined by p, d, k and a. -

l+12 2 -k'p(k1< 24 2 -kp-(k+rosrd . 6 Extensions and conclusions

Consequently, the maximum number of red nodes in any
forest after rebalancing and coalescing is at most This paper gives the first non-trivial simulations of struc-

tures other than grids in the hypercube. The decomposi-
- p)kr,k + (1 + q)/p) 24 x 2 -p-(+rO srd /211). tion lemma (Lemma 4) for binary trees also provides op-

timal embeddings of binary trees within other networks.
Since mapping and recoloring can increase this at most For example, we can show that every N node binary tree

by a factor of two, we have: can be embedded within an N node complete binary tree
with expansion I and dilation O(log log N). This settles

flgfd/2ll) + a conjecture of Hong, Mehlhorn and Rosenberg lii whor.;+A; :_ 48(l -p)krit2-kp - (k+ r s f l ] )

showed a lower bound of fl(log log N) for this problem.
48(1 + q)2-pk '+ iOs r d/ 11  By embedding a complete binary tree within the shuffle-

By choosing p> 1/3 so that (I - p)/2p < 1, we have exchange graph with expansion 1 and dilation 2, we ob-
that for k sufficiently large (in terms of p and d): tain O(loglog N) dilation for arbitrary trees embedded

within the shuffle-exchange graph. Similarly, we have

rk+k < jr,h + 48(1 + q) 2 -kp-k++logId/211), recently shown that an N node complete binary tree
can be embedded with constant expansion and dilation

and thus, within the FFT network; once again, it follows that any

96(1 + r N node binary tree can be embedded with constant ex-
r,h+, <_ + q) 2 - p-(k++rios l } :,pansion and O(log log N) dilation within the FFT graph...

We leave open the question whether these bounds are
* as claimed.

We next complete the inductive step for zik+k. Since optimal to within constant factors.
the largest and smallest subforests differ in size by All our results on embeddings within the hypercube

at most a factor of l/p, the size of the smallest for- extend to bounded degree graphs with I() separators,

est after balancing and coalescing is at least J(N - and are not restricted to binary trees. While our sim-
r2+k)2(k+) t o hfn o aulations are optimal to within constant factors, there isr'2'+t)- ( '  ) , the one-half in front accounting for

the fact that every node has the same number of packets much room for reducing the overhead in expansion and
dilation further. It would be satisfying to discover sim-

to within one. After mapping and recoloring, the size of perwytombdinytesinheyecu.Frpier ways to embed binary trees in the hypercube. For -'..
the smalest forest is example, we do not know of any binary tree that cannot

z.k,+ > J(N - r'21t+k) 2
- (k+k) - r'. be embedded in the hypercube either with expansion I

and dilation 2 or with expansion 2 and dilation 1.
With some additional calculations it can be checked that The construction of (unbounded degree) universal
this is at least 2 -(k+k)N/6 for p > 1/3 and sufficiently graphs with few edges for binary trees based on the de-

large (but constant) s, thereby completing the proof of composition lemma also extend to bounded-degree trees.
the claim. We can also construct graphs with O(N log N) edges

By choosing a sufficiently large, we have shown that that are universal for bounded-degree planar graphs
every node at levels 0, k, ... log N - a - k of ro is as- with N nodes. We leave open the question whether this
signed at least [d/21 and at most r' nodes of T. Sin-- a is bound is optimal to within constant factors.
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V..An important problem concerns efficient simulations 141 S.N. Bhatt and 1. Ipsen, "Embedding trees in the
of planar graphs on the hypercube. To our knowledge, hypercube," Yale University Research Report RR-
only the problem of embedding grids has been studied 443 (1985).
previously. Planar graphs arise in many scientific appli- 151 F.R.K. Chung and R.L. Graham, "On universal
cations involving two-dimensional finite-element analy- graphs," Proc. End. Intl. Conf. on Combin. Math.,
sis. Similarly, little is known regarding lower bounds on (A. Gewirtz and L. Quintas, Eds.); Ann. N. Y. Acad.

embeddings. For example, we can prove that every N Sci. 136-140, (1979).

node graph with minimum bisection fl(N) requires di- 161 F.R.K. Chung and R.L. Graham, "On graphs which
lation il(log N), the maximum possible. To our knowl- contain all small trees," J. Combin. Theory Ser. B
edge, no other lower bounds on embeddings in the hy- 24 14-23 (1978).

percube are known. [7] F.R.K. Chung, R.L. Graham and N. Pippenger,
In this paper we have only considered injective map- "On graphs which contain all small trees II," Proc.'." 1976 Hingarian Colloq. on Combinatorics, 213-

pings of static structures. Depending upon the applica- 1376 Hgran (o9o).
.V,. 2...•  tion, there are many interesting models. For example, 223, North Holland, (1978).

if the leaves of a binary tree represent active processes 181 F.R.K. Chung and R.L. Graham, "On universal
and internal nodes are waiting processes, then only the graphs for spanning trees," Proc. London Math.

leaves need be mapped to distinct nodes. In other appli- Soc., 27 203-211 (1983).

cations, the tree may be much larger than the underlying [9] W.J. Dally and C.L. Seitz, "The balanced cube: a
network in which case we need to minimize dilation as concurrent data structure,* Caltech Technical re-
well as maintain load balance. Embedding dynamically port 5174:TR:85 (1985).

changing structures within the hypercube is important 1101 J. Friedman and N. Pippenger, "Expanding graphs
in many applications, and little is known in this area. contain all small trees," manuscript (1986).
Also interesting is the problem of on-line embeddings, [iII J.-W Hong, K. Mehlhorn and A.L. Rosenberg,

% in which the tree to be embedded grows one node at a "Cost trade-offs in graph embeddings, with appli-
time. We can show that any N node network for which cations," J. ACM 80, 709-728, (1983).
every N node binary tree can be embedded on-line as 1121 L. Johnsson, "Basic linear algebra computations on
a spanning tree must contain ['2(N2 ) edges. In contrast, hypercube architectures," Yale University Technical
Friedman and Pippenger 1101 show that if the size of the Report (1985).
tree is small (a constant fraction of N) then O(N) edges 1131 A.L. Rosenberg, "Issues in the study of graph em-
suffice. beddings," Proc. Workshop on Graph-theoretic con-

cepts in Computer Science, (1980).
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Abstract

Before the mid 1970's, integrated-circuit designs were comparatively simple,
and the limits to complexity of an integrated circuit were imposed by
semiconductor technology. Advances in semiconductor technology, however, have
made it possible to put more on a single chip than can be designeJ easily and
simply by a small group of people. As a result, for the past ten years or so,
as the complexity of the designs has increased, the construction of integrated
systems has been limited by both the fabrication technology and the cost of
full custom design. As today's design crisis is solved, it is expected that
the complexity limits will also include our inability to envision the types of
systems to deploy in integrated form. The field will become system-limited,
as well as technology-limited and design-limited.

MIT has responded to all this with a program of research and education in
microsystems aimed at three principal areas: fabrication technology, design,
and systems. This paper is devoted to a discussion of some of the recent
results in the area of VLSI CAD. This work is carried out the context of
research in other areas of VLSI, and so interactions are both possible and
desirable.

This paper discusses only research carried out on the MIT campus. MIT Lincoln
Laboratory has a strong program of research in VLSI which is separate.
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Recent Results in VLSI CAD at MIT
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John L. Wyatt, Jr.', F. Thomson Leighton2 , and Jonathan Allen'

'Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
2 Department of Mathematics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139

wafers from starting material through to final pack-
aging and testing. Its purpose is to provide a stable,

Before the mid 1970s, integrated-circuit designs base-line process to support research in processing
were comparatively simple, and the limits to com- and process control, and to fabricate systems that
plexity of an integrated circuit were imposed by require unusual process steps. There is also a 3600 I #
semiconductor technology. Advances in semiconduc- square-foot class 100 lab dedicated to novel pro-

* tor technology, however, have made it possible to put cess technology development, and a 2000 square-foot
more on a single chip than can be designed easily Submicron Structures Laboratory, including 1000
and simply by a small group of people. As a result, square feet of class 10 space.
for the past ten years or so, as the complexity of It is convenient to consider the MIT VLSI re-
the designs has increased, the construction of inte- search program as being composed of seven interre-
grated systems has been limited by both the fabri- lated parts: submicron technology, electronic mate-
cation technology and the cost of full custom design. rials, semiconductor processing, semiconductor de- 5k
As today's design crisis is solved, it is expected that vices, VLSI CAD, VLSI systems, and VLSI theory.
the complexity limits will also include our inability The total program is roughly half devoted to the
to envision the types of systems to deploy in inte- selectron-oriented' activities, and half to the 'bit-
grated form. The field will become system-limited, oriented.'
as well as technology-limited and design-limited. Much of the research in semiconductor process-

MIT has responded to all this with a program ing and devices could not even be attempted with-
of research and education in microsystems aimed at out the new facilities mentioned above. This work
three principal areas: fabrication technology, design, includes a program, sponsored by the Semiconduc-
and systems. This paper is devoted to a discussion of tor Research Corporation, on process technology for
some of the recent results in the area of VLSI CAD. mixed analog and digital circuits. The research ye-
This work is carried out in the context of research hide is a high-accuracy, high-speed A/D converter.
in other areas of VLSI, and so interactions are both It also includes a plan to develop software control 1-

possible and desirable. systems for IC fabrication facilities. The purpose
This paper discusses only research carried out of the proposed Computer-Aided Fabrication sys-

on the MIT campus. MIT Lincoln Laboratory has tern is to improve flexibility of fabrication, repeata-
a strong program of research in VLSI which is sepa- bility of processes and experiments, portability of .. !
rate. processes, yield and efficiency of process develop-

ment, thereby reducing overall cost and latency time

2. VLSI Research Program in IC fabrication. These benefits arise from more

MIT recently opened a state-of-the-art VLSI complete documentation, elimination of paper in
fabrication facility on campus. It includes a fully the clean environment, avoidance of human errors,
equipped 6800 square-foot integrated-circuit labors- optimal scheduling, environmental monitoring, in-
tory, with about 2800 square feet of class 10 clean ventory management, cost accounting, direct equip-

- space and all the equipment necessary to process ment drive, and convenient process-development and

1f
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process-analysis environments-in short by manage- help managing the complexity of th design. Second,

ment of all the data associated with VLSI fabrica- the design tools themselves are becoming more and
tion. This CAF work is part of the VLSI program more complex. SCHEMA has been developed to
and it is also part of a broader program of research address both of these types of complexity.
in manufacturing. SCHEMA addresses the design complexity is-

At the other end of the spectrum, there is in- sue in three ways. First, SCHEMA provides a com-

terest at MIT in highly parallel architectures, since plete design structure in which the designer can
such architectures match the capabilities of VLSI store schematics, layouts, simulation results and all

to provide massive amounts of logic. This work in- other artifacts of the design. Thus it captures the
cludes the development of dataflow machines, and complete design. In order to understand the irn-

particularly the languages and software systems nec- pact of different design decisions, the designer needs
essary to make effective use of highly parallel sys- to examine the design from different perspectives.

tems, and of algorithms that are particularly well SCHEMA allows the designer to walk around the de-
suited for such an environment, sign laterally (through the schematics, layouts and

Although most of the VLSI research can be con- simulation results) or vertically (from block diagram
veniently classified as belonging to one of the seven through logic and circuit schematics). Furthermore,
areas mentioned above, some of the more interest- SCHEMA maintains consistency between the differ-
ing projects seem to defy such categorization and ent viewpoints of the design, if possible, and marks
are truly interdisciplinary. One of the best examples the different components incompatible if not.
is the development of a special content-addressable The second approach SCHEMA uses to simplify
memory whose architecture has been designed to be large designs is to encourage the development of a li-
usable in a wide variety of different applications (25, brary of simple tools. Simple tools perform a single,
30]. Making full use of this architecture is the sub- simple task to help the designer. Some examples are
ject of continuing research. To achieve the desired a delay estimator that calculates the delay between
density and performance goals, novel circuits and two nodes in a circuit or a power estimator that
a low-resistance interconnect technique have been computes the average power dissipated by a set of
developed. This effort is funded by a consortium devices. This information can be easily derived with
of eight industrial firms, and involves three faculty a simulator or calculated by hand, but in either case
members from diverse areas (L. R. Reif, processing; requires enough effort on the designer's part that it
C. G. Sodini, circuits; and R. E. Zippel, architec- is not often done. The purpose of the simple tools
ture). is to make this information available to the designer

. A paper this short cannot discuss research re- whenever and wherever it is needed so that design
sults from all these areas; instead, the focus is on decisions can be made in a confident fashion. An-
recent results in VLSI CAD. other simple tool would convert a boolean equation

into a pull-down or pull-up structure. Again an easy
3. Recent results In VLSI CAD - operation for a designer but somewhat time consum-

Nine recent results or projects in VLSI CAD ing. None of these tools is a major CAD advance in
are discussed below. These include particular design and of themselves but it is our belief that cumula-
tools, and also approaches that support the develop- tively they have a major impact on the designers
ment of new tools. productivity.

Finally, the big tools: simulators, routers and
3.1 CAD Tool Frame compactors, almost always have several variants.

SCHEMA [2] is an integrated design system for Simulations can be done using a switch level sim-
electronic designs being developed by a group led ulator, a logic simulator or a transient simulator.
by Richard Zippel. Also involved in SCHEMA's Routing can be done using any of a number of chan-
development is a group of researchers at Harris Corp. nel or switch box routers. Each of these techniques
being led by George Clark. Building VLSI systems is appropriate for a different segment of a design.
is very complex undertaking. The complexity of the They should be built to be interchangeable, so that
task is manifest in two fashions. First, the designs the designer can choose which one to use at differ-
themselves are quite complex and the designers need ent points in the design. The best example of this
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type of CAD tool currently in use is a mixed mode In SCHEMA we have chosen to use what we call

simulator, though the decision process is controlled a *layered language" approach to building systems.

by the program not the designer. To solve a problem using this approach, one general-
To support these types of tools, the compo- izes the problem to be solved into a class of related.-. .- ~ T sroppers thes tyhen ofelp tols the-lna compr

* nents of SCHEMA must be more thoroughly inte- problems and then develops a "mini-language' for
grated than is of true most other CAD environ- solving problems in this class. This new language

ments. This is accomplished by having the entire has two components: (1) new data types and oper-

design and most design tools coexist in a common ations on the data types and (2) new c9ntrol struc-
address/namespace. To encourage interchangeabil- tures (abstractions). Collectively these'tools should
ity in the software tools and to minimize the effort make the solution of problems from the original class

required to build CAD tools, a "Layered Language" easy. The resulting system consists of many lan-

software organization is used. Finally, a fairly com- guage layers, each providing narrower, semantically
plete and uniform toolbox of user interface tools is richer mechanisms for describing the solution to a

provided. Thus it is relatively rare that a tool de- problem.
.., -. signer need be concerned with developing a user in- For instance, instead of building a single schematicl

terface to his or her tools. entry system in SCHEMA, we have chosen to con-
struct a language that makes it easy to construct

3.1.1 Software Organization graphics editing systems. This language includes

The most common approach used in building spatial management data structures, icons and con-

a software system is to use a structured design nectivity structures. New control structures exist for
methodology. With this methodology, a specifica- tracking the mouse, moving objects and synchroniz-

"-.- tion for the problem to be solved is given. Using ing screen updates. This language is then used not
this specification, the problem is decomposed into only to build the schematic entry system, but also is

0 sub-problems, which are solved independently to en- the basis for the layout and waveform entry systems

courage modularity. This approach is then applied also.
recursively to each of the sub-problems. This leads The new data structures are often built using
to a tree-like decomposition of the problem into sub- the Lisp Machine's 'flavor system' and the new op-

problems. This modular resolution of the problem erations using 'flavor methods' [181. The multiple
makes it relatively easy to measure progress on the inheritance and sophisticated method combination
orignal goal and provides accountability for faults, mechanisms allow for greater sharing than many
important issues in developing large software sys- other approaches. New control structures are built
tems. using macros and functional arguments. A more de-

We feel that this approach is weak for a num- tailed paper on this approach is in preparation.
:b ber of reasons. First and most important, invariably

the problem posed is not the problem that should 3.2 Optimal Sizing of Transistors
be solved. Either the problem's specification is in- Power consumption and signal delay are cru-
complete or inaccurate, or by the time the system cial to the design of high-performance VLSI cir-
is built the needs will have changed and a slightly cuits. Mark Matson and Lance Glasser have devel-
different system is required. Second, the modularity oped CAD tools for the modeling and optimization

% imposed by structured design leads to duplication of of digital MOS designs 1151. The tools determine
effort as each team builds the tools necessary to solve the transistor sizes that minimize circuit power con-
their problem. If they choose to share modules with sumption subject to constraint on signal path de-
groups working on other subproblems, then hidden lays. If a signal path constraint is unachievable then
dependencies will appear among the modules shar- the tool returns the fastest possible design. Compu-

ing code, reducing their modularity. Finally, the ac- tational efficiency is obtained through macromodel-
countability benefits of structured design are really ing techniques and a specialized optimization algo-
illusory. Hard problems in the resulting system are rithm. The macromodels are based on device equa-
more often due to poor decomposition of the prob- tions and encapsulate logic gate behavior in a set

* lem; thus the responsibility for the problems is col- of simple yet accurate formulas. The macromodels
lective. are valid for complex MOS gates with the limited

L
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use of pass transistors. Typical accuracies are in the the submicron regime.
5-10% range. The optimization algorithm exploits The present implementation of RELIC includes
properties of the digital MOS domain to convert the three failure phenomena: metal migration, hot elec-
primal optimization problem into a dual form which tron trapping, and time dependent dielectric break-

is much easier to solve. It handles the case of multi- down. The metal migration model predicts and in-I
ple constraint paths and transistor size constraints. cludes the effects of thermal transients in the wire.
Not all constraints need be active. The result of this RELIC has been used to analyze several circuits. F

. research is a pair of CAD tools that can optimize The most illustrative example is a bootstrapped su-
a circuit in roughly the amount of time needed to perbuffer. The simulator successfully determined
perform a transistor level simulation of the circuit, that one of the transistors in the circuit was being

stressed at a rapid rate by both hot electrons and
3.3 Reliability Simulation time dependent dielectric breakdown. RELIC also

RELIC 13, 4] is a reliability simulator devel- verified that a redesigned version of the superbuffer

oped to analyze stress and wear in MOS VLSI had a lower wear rate and hence larger MTTF.

chips. Unlike its predecessors, RELIC is not de-
signed around any particular failure phenomena or 3.4 Waveform Bounding

model but around the idea of reliability simulation The purpose of this project is to develop the-
in general. RELIC is the first reliability simulator oretical foundations and practical algorithms for a rI
to encompass several different failure mechanisms. new approach to fast timing analysis and simulation
RELIC is designed to be used in the circuit design of monolithic digital VLSI circuits. The method is
phase to identify devices which are under excessive based on easily computed bounds for transient node

- stress and to determine the worst-case reliability of voltages and signal propagation delays. It is in-
the circuit. It is also helpful in comparing the me- tended as an alternative to the two methods that
dian time to fail (MTTF) of different circuits and in are currently standard practice: 'exact" numerical
determining whether or not a part can be effectively solution and approximate delay formulas. It is an
screened by accelerated testing. attractive alternative in many cases because exact

,- ". RELIC uses a simple methodology for analyzing numerical solution requires prohibitive amounts of
* the stress caused by many different failure phenom- computer time for VLSI circuits, and approximate

ena. A device which is stressed over time accumu- delay formulas can result in large uncontrolled errors
lates wear. The probability of device failure at time for some practical circuits.

9'.. t depends on how much wear the device has collected The starting point for this work is the original

by time t and the critical value of wear for that fail- paper by Rubinstein et. at. (221. That paper pro-
ure phenomenon or for that circuit. This critical vided computationally convenient upper and lower
value of wear might be the amount of trapped charge bounds for the step response of linear RC tree net-
a gate oxide can take before undergoing TDDB; it works, which are useful as network models for the
can also be the threshold shift of a transistor un- branching interconnect lines in MOS IC's. We have
der hot electron stress which causes the circuit to extended the usefulness of these results by gener-
malfunction. alising them to include interconnect networks with %

RELIC provides a number of features to aid the closed loops 127], such as the gate electrodes for large
* ~ user in performing reliability analyses. A circuit driver transistors. And we have proved theorems on ,

device may be analysed for any number of failure the dynamics of RC networks that reduce the re-
% mechanisms, and multiple tests may be run with gion of uncertainty in the original bounds. Tighter
' variations of model parameters. The circuit designer bounds have been achieved for all interconnect net-

has the option of analyzing the entire circuit for works by exploiting slew rate limits on the node volt-A; reliability hazards, or concentrating on a few critical ages, and further improvement was obtained for tree

devices. RELIC employs a circuit simulator so that networks by using the spatial convexity of intercon-
the voltages and currents used in stress calculations nect voltage during transients in a novel way (29,23].
are worst-case operating waveforms and not just the Both these bound improvements have been success-
maximum voltages and currents. This feature will fully incorporated in a commercial CAD system for
become increasingly important as devices scale to MOS standard cell design [24].



A project currently underway aims to extend traction descriptions. Finally, the result is format-
the original work, intended for MOS applications, ted for the desired use (logic simulation, timing sim-
to include appropriate models for bipolar circuits ulation, circuit simulation, graphical presentation,
[191. The base-emitter junction in, e.g., ECL logic, etc.).
provides a d.c. path to ground, not present in To extract interconnect resistance, EXCL uses
MOS, that invalidates the original bound formulas. three techniques. The most general technique works
The entire effort has been unified by the discovery for arbitrary shapes, and solves Laplace's equa-
128] that the mathematical foundation of waveform tion in two dimensions. The numerical techniques
bounding resides in the properties of linear dynam, used are Gaussian elimination and successive over-
ical systems governed by a special class of matrices, relaxation. The second technique is valid for long
called *M-matrices.m straight wires with right-angle corners. This uses

A more broadly focussed and ambitious project the standard formulas involving length and width,
is underway to develop a method for iterative bound and standard corner corrections. The third tech- ri
relaxation, which will allow the user to flexibly trade nique uses a table lookup to handle commonly en-
off tightness of bounds for computer time as required countered geometry, such as tees, crosses, or vias.
at different stages in the design [311. To extract capacitance in the most general case

is quite difficult. EXCL finds ground capacitance
3.5 Network Extraction through calculations of areas and perimeters in a

A network extractor is a program which ac- standard way. Coupling (internode) capacitance is
cepts an IC layout as input, and produces from it calculated when EXCL judges that it will be sig-
a machine-readable circuit representation, with suf- nificant. Three special techniques are used. For
ficient information to perform detailed circuit sim- overlapping areas, the parallel-plate formula is used,
ulation. The network extractor must be told about with fringe correction. Parallel runs in the same or
the fabrication technology and the meaning of the different layer are handled with a capacitance pro-
various layers; typically this is done through a "tech- portional to length, the constant of proportionality
nology file' which is also treated as input. The out- being a precomputed function of layer, separation, ' "
put is typically in a form directly usable by a circuit and technology. The third technique uses a lookup
simulator such as SPICE, but can also be used for library to handle frequently occurring shapes. Be-
layout verification, circuit schematic drawing, and sides these three special techniques, EXCL uses a
electrical rule checking. Green's theorem approach for arbitrary geometry, if

The network extractor EXCL has been devel- this is necessary.
oped by MIT by Steven P. McCormick and Jonathan
Allen [16, 171. The program has general extrac- 3.6 Regular Structure Generation
tion algorithms capable of accurate computations A regular structure generator is a program
of interconnect resistance, inter-nodal capacitance, which creates a VLSI layout of circuits which are
ground capacitance, and transistor size. However, repetitions of smaller circuits. Examples are n-bit
where possible the general algorithms are replaced adders which might be implemented as n full adders
with simpler, faster techniques. placed adjacent and wired together. Other regular

First, non-manhattan geometry is converted to structures include systolic arrays, multipliers, PLA,
staircase orthogonal geometry, since EXCL does not and register files.
deal with arbitrary angles. Then comes a geomet- A regular structure generator has been devel-
ric decomposition phase, during which intersecting oped at MIT by Cyrus S. Bamji and Jonathan Allenrectangles are grouped together, using technology- Ill. This program does much more than merely place"'
dependent intersection rules that are user-definable, leaf cells adjacent to each other, since in practice

Next is the extraction phase. Each transistor is regular structures always have special edge or end
transformed into its lumped equivalent. Each inter- conditions, and for optimum performance the leaf p
connect is also given a lumped representation. Sep- cells should be personalized according to the sise of
arate algorithms for extracting capacitances and re- the array. For example, in an n-bit adder, the LSB
sistances are used. Again the extraction phase is can be a half adder rather than a full adder because
user-controllable through technology-dependent ex- there is no carry in.
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The RSG uses previously defined cells to hier- ciated with each computational element is included
archically build larger cells. It accepts a library of as a vertex weight. The minimum clock period is
leaf cells, a parameter file, and a design file, and pro- the maximum sum of vertex weights between any
duces a circuit layout. The design file is a parameter- pair of registers. The usual ad hoc pipelining tech-
ized, procedural description of the architecture. The niques insert additional registers between computa-
parameter file contains the parameters for the par- tional elements to decrease the clock period. The
ticular design desired. Hierarchy is used to enable retiming techniques try to find an optimal place-
the RSG to deal with macrocells, which are built up ment of the registers by phruing this problem u
from subcells using legal interfaces. RSG can effec- a particular integer programming problem that can
tively deal with reflections and rotations of layouts. be solved quickly.
The legal ways of placing, orienting, and connecting The general ideas behind retiming provide a
cells are represented in an interface table. broad framework in which clocked circuit optimiza-

The RSG operates as follows. First, a sample tion problems besides clock period minimisation can
layout is read. From this, the RSG determines the be considered, and it allows one to bring the pow-
leaf cells and some of the legal interfaces. Then new erful combinatorial optimization techniques to bear
cells are created by building a connectivity graph for on these problems. Retiming seems to be a valu-
the new cell, and the converting this into a layout. able technique that could be incorporated into both
The result is a new cell. If this new cell is to be circuit and compilers and interactive design tools.
itself used in a larger cell, new interfaces must be
created. This process is repeated as necessary to 3.8 Wafer-Scale Wiring
hierarchically build up the final layout. VLSI technologists are fast developing wafer-

The RSG is written in the language CLU and scale integration. Rather than partitioning a silicon

consists of approximately 6000 lines of source code. wafer into chips as is usually done, the idea behind
It has been used to create a variety of layouts. wafer-scale integration is to assemble an entire sys-

tern (or network of chips) on a wafer, thus avoiding
The previous results have been proven feasible the costs and performance loss associated with in-

by implementation in the form of CAD programs, ei- dividual packaging of chips. A major problem with
, ther within MIT or outside. The results mentioned assembling a large system of microprocessors on a

in the remaining sections have not yet been incorpo- single wafer, however, is that some of the processors
rated into working code. are likely to be defective. Thus a practical proce-

dure for integrating wafer-scale systems must have
3.7 Retiming the ability to configure networks around faults.

The goal of VLSI design automation is to speed Recently, a group headed by Tom Leighton
the design of a system without sacrificing the quality has developed improved and provably efficient al-
of the implementation. A common means of achiev- gorithms for constructing two-dimensional systolic
ing this goal is through the use of optimization tools arrays on a wafer [7, 81. Systolic arrays are a desir-
that improve the quality of a quickly designed cir- able architecture for VLSI because all communica-
cuit. A group of researchers led by Charles Leiserson tion is between the nearest neighbors. In a wafer-have developed a class of optimization techniques for scale system, however, all the nearest neighbors of a

clocked circuits called retiming, that relocate regis- processor may be dead, and thus the prime advan-
ters so as to reduce combinational rippling 10, 11, tage of adopting a systolic array architecture may
12]. Unlike pipelining, these techniques do not in- be lost if a long wire connects electrically adjacent
crease circuit latency. processors. In general, the longest interconnection

These techniques are most appropriate for cir- between processors will be a bottleneck in the sys-
cuits with a relatively large number of clocked stages tern. Of the many possible ways in which the live

such as signal processing systems. This sort of prob- cells on a wafer can be connected to form a systolic
lem can be represented as a weighted graph where array, therefore, the one that minimizes the length
the vertices are the computational elements, and the of the longest wire is most desirable.
weights on the edges indicate the number of regis- The new algorithm for integrating two-dimensionall
ters between computational elements. A delay asso- arrays is based on a matching process. In particular,
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we find a matching between the functioning proces- ules no longer express design rules directly; instead,
sors and points in an imaginary grid with evenly they will ensure that there exist paths for the wires,
spaced rows and columns for which the length of having the given topology that satisfy the rules. The
the longest distance between matched points is mini- new constraints, called routability conditions, can be
mized. Assuming independent cell failures, we prove formulated as simple linear inequalities, and are eas-
that the longest matching length is 0(log3 / 4 N) with ily solved. When the optimal placements have been
very high probability. Initial experimental evidence established, the new wire paths are determined by a
confirms that the matching distances are quite small, single-layer router [9. This router does not gener-
and that the wire lengths in the resulting N x N ar- ate "unnecessary U's," and therefore minimizes wire
ray are within a factor of two of log / 4 N. lengths, given that the layout topology is fixed.

The new algorithm is dramatically superior to Earlier work by Ron Rivest and his students in-
row/column elimination approaches to wafer-scale troduced a theoretical approach to placement and
integration (which fail for large N and/or high routing. This work was embodied in a demonstra-
probability of cell failure), and moderately better tion system called PI [20, 21], and is now being

than previously discovered divide and conquer algo transferred to industry for practical implementation.
rithms. The algorithm requires roughly O(N 2 ) time
for N processors in the worst case, but appears to 4. Conclusions

run much faster on average. As with the larger MIT VLSI effort, we have

stressed interdisciplinary approaches to VLSI CAD.
3.9 Compaction This can be seen from the work described here:

An automatic compaction procedure is an ef- SCHEMA, which applies novel software engineer-

fective tool for cutting production costs of a VLSI ing techniques to building a CAD frame; retim-
circuit at low cost to the designer, because the yield ing, where integer programming ideas are applied
of fabricated chips is strongly dependent on the total to pipelined architectures; compaction, where we are
circuit area. In order to perform any sort of com- using new combinatorial optimization techniques for
paction, the components of the layout must be dif- jog insertion. The work on macromodels and reia-

ferentiated into modules, which are fixed in size and bilty analysis is an example of tools that span the
shape, and wires, which are flexible. Common pro- usual design boundaries. We are guided by the prin-
cedures for generating design rule constraints [5, 6, ciple that the most challenging and needed work is
131 assume that wires are simply rectangular regions that which crosses or even obliterates conventional
of variable length, and otherwise identical to mod- design boundries.

ules. A vertical wire, for example, would be assigned We have summarized our most important re-
an z-coordinate during horizontal compaction, and cents results in VLSI CAD. Additional information
could only be moved rigidly from side to side. But on specific efforts may be found in the references.
one would often like a previously straight wire bent
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I. Parallel (A+ +1) Coloring
of Constant-Degree Graphs
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Abstract

This paper presents parallel algorithms for coloring a constant-degree graph with a maximum
degree of I in (A+ 1) colors and for finding a maximal independent set in a constant-degree
graph. Given a graph with n vertices, the algorithms run in 0(lg'n) time on EREW PRAM with
O(n) processors. The algorithms use only local communication and achieve the same complexity
bounds when implemented in the distributed model of parallel computation.

Keywords: parallel algorithms, graph algorithms, graph coloring, maximal independent set.

1 Introduction

Both the maximal independent set (MIS) problem and the problem of vertex-coloring of a graph

with a maximum degree of A in (A+ 1) colors (denoted by VC throughout this paper) are known

to be in the class NC of problems that can be solved in polylogaritmic time using a polynomial

number of processors. Polylogarithmic MIS algorithms are described in [7,8] and polylogarithmic

graph coloring algorithms are described in [6]. The best previous parallel MIS algorithm is due to

Luby [8]. The deterministic version of this algorithm runs in 0(1g, n) EREW PRAM time using

w(n 2 m) processors. (Throughout this paper we use n to denote the number of vertices, and m to I .

denote the number of edges in the input graph.) The total number of operations in this algorithm

*Supported by a Fannie and John Hertz Foundation Fellowship and by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency under the contract N00014-80-C-0622

tThis work was supported in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency under the Office of Naval Research
contract N00014-75-C-0661
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(given by the processor-time product) is 0(n2mlg2 n), which is a large number compared to 0(m)

operations of the sequential algorithm. The graph coloring algorithms described by Karloff in [6]

make use of Luby's MIS algorithm as a subroutine and therefore have a large processor-time product

as well.

In this paper we present algorithms for the MIS and VC problems that work well for constant-

degree graphs. For these graphs, the algorithms run in O(lgn) time using 0(n) processors, and

N, the number of sequential operations of the algorithms is almost linear, namely O(nlgn). Our

approach is a generalization of the deterministic coin-flipping technique of Cole and Vishkin [3].

Although their technique, like ours, can be viewed as an iterative improvement of coloring, it works

only for directed chains whereas our method works for any constant-degree graph.

The algorithms presented in this paper can be implemented in the distributed model of compu-

tation (4,2], where processors have fixed connections determined by the input graph. The algorithms

in the distributed model achieve the same O(Ign) bound as in the EREW PRAM model. Awer-

buch has recently shown [1) using Ramsey theory that l(lg'n) time is required in the distributed

model to find a maximal independent set on a chain. Our algorithms are therefore optimal (to

within a constant factor) in the distributed model.

2 Definitions and Notation

This section defines the MIS and VC problems, describes the assumptions about the computational

" model, and introduces the notation used throughout the paper.

In this paper we use n to denote the number of vertices and m to denote the number of edges

in the graph. We use A to denote the maximum degree of the graph.

The two problems discussed in this paper are the maximal independent set (MIS) and vertex-
III i coloring (VC) problems. The MIS problem is, given an undirected graph G = (V, E), to find a

maximal set of vertices I V such that no two vertices in I are adjacent. A valid coloring of a

graph is an assignment of a color to each vertex such that no two neighboring vertices have the

same color. The vertex-coloring (VC) problem is to find a valid coloring that uses at most A+ 1

colors.
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We use the following standard notation:

lg z = log 2 z
lg( 1)X = lgz
lg('r = lglg ( -1 ) I
1g* z = min{i lg(' z < 2}

We assume an exclusive-read, exclusive-write (EREW) PRAM model of computation where

each processor is capable of executing simple word and bit operations. The word width is assumed

to be Rlg n]. The word operations we use include bit-wise boolean operations, integer comparisons,

and unary-to-binary conversion. In addition, each processor has a unique identification number

(PE-ID).

-3 The Algorithms
-w

This section presents three algorithms. Given a graph with a constant degree A, the first algorithm
colors it into a constant number of colors. The second algorithm uses this coloring and finds a
maximal independent set in the graph. The third algorithm iteratively applies the second one to

find an MIS in the graph and recolors the graph using only A + I colors. All these algorithms run

in O(Ig'n) time on an EREW PRAM.

We first describe an O(lg'n) time algorithm for coloring a constant-degree graph using a constant

number of colors. The algorithm accepts as input a graph G = (V, E) whose maximum degree is

a constant A. Let C be an initial coloring of the graph. One possible way to obtain an initial
coloring is to assign each vertex v a color C, that is equal to the unique identification number of

the processing element associated with v (denoted by PE-ID(v) in figure 1).

The main idea of the algorithm is to iteratively improve the coloring by constructing, for every
vertex, a list of differences between the vertex and its neighbors and using this list as a new color

for the vertex. Each element of the list is an ordered pair that consists of the index of a position
in which the color of the vertex differs from the colors of one of its neighbors and the value of the

bit at this position. The index can be represented by a string of bits of length Rg Li where L is
the length of the representation of the current colors. Since the maximum degree is a constant, the

length of the new representation is O(lg L).

The algorithm is shown in figure 1 and works as follows. Starting from a valid coloring C, we
iteratively recolor the graph, each time reducing the number of colors. For each vertex v and each

II 3
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PROCEDURE Color-Constant.Degree.Graph
L - gnl
for all v E V in parallel set C, - PE-ID(v) ;;; initial coloring

".%" while L > A ng L + 11 for all v E V in parallel do
N- {wI (v, w) EE}
for all wk - N,,(k), 1 < k < lNvI do ;;; find the index of diff bit

ik - min{i I C. (i) # C .(i)}
bL - C.(ik)

end
for all INJ < k < A do

bk -0
bk - C,(O)

end

C *- ib 1 i 2b2 ... ilbA ;;; calculate new color:-'.- L --AiIgL + 11 '

end

*..

Figure 1: The Coloring Algorithm for Constant-degree Graphs

neighbor w of v we find an index i,., of the first bit in which C,, and C. differ and construct a pair
(i., C(i.)). Such an index always exists because of the validity of the initial coloring. The new
color of v is constructed by concatenating these pairs computed for all the neighbors of v.

Theorem 1 The algorithm Color-Constant-Degree-Graph produces a valid coloring of a constant-
degree graph in a constant number of colors in O(lg'n) time on EREW PRAM.

_1-

Proof: First we prove by induction that the coloring computed by the algorithm is valid, and
afterwards we prove the upper bound on the execution time.

Each processor has a unique identification number and therefore the initial coloring is valid. We
must show that if the coloring at the beginning of an iteration is valid, then the coloring calculated
at the end of the iteration is also valid. Since the initial coloring is valid, for each pair of adjacent
vertices v and w there exists at least one index i,,, such that the colors C,, and C,,, differ in bit

, position i,,,. For each vertex v, the algorithm constructs a new color that can be viewed as a list of
pairs of the form (i, C,,(i.)) , one pair per neighbor. In order for these lists to constitute a valid
coloring, any two neighboring vertices v and w must have at least one different pair. Assume that

'. the list constructed by the vertex v is

.- o.

(,I*~i)(2, vi) .. (iA '-'-- V- .s



4and the list constructed by the vertex w is

W1j, C. jl )) U2, C. U2)) ... (j&, C ,(j& ))).

If for some k, ik 6 jl,, we are done. On the other hand, if for all 1 < k < A, ik = jk, by the
algorithm there exists a pair (ii, C(ii)) where ik is an index of some bit position in which the

colors C, and C, differ. Therefore, in this case, C,,(ik) 9 C ,(jk). Hence, the constructed lists are

always different for any two neighbors.

Each iteration of the algorithm is dominated by the computation of the index in which the

colors of two neighboring vertices differ. Vishkin [3] shows how to find the minimum such index in

constant time using word operations described in the previous section.

Now we show that the algorithm terminates in at most O(lg'n) iterations. Let L, denote the

number of bits in the representation of colors after k iterations. For k = 1 we have

L AlgL+11

2A Rg Ll

if fg Ll _> Pg Al + 2.
-. Assume that for some k - 1 we have

,A• .', Lk_ _< 2A Jg(k- ') Ll

lg(k) Ll > rIg AI +2.

Then
Lk = AflgLkj +l1

< A(pg(2Ag (k-U L)l + 1)
<_ 2AUg(k) Ll

Therefore, as long as rfg(k) Li 2! ig Al + 2,

Lk <_ 2A [lg(") Li.

.4' Hence, the number of bits (Lk) in the representation of colors decreases until, after O(lg" n) itera-

tions, it reaches the value of 2AflgA + 21 or less, which is constant. The algorithm terminates at

this point. I

Given a coloring of a graph in a constant number of colors, we can directly find an MIS in the
graph.
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Theorem 2 In a constant-degree graph, MIS can be found in O(lg'n) time on EREW PRAM

.o using O(n) processors.

Proof: First, we use the algorithm Color-Constant.Degree-Graph to color the input graph in a

constant number of colors. After the graph is colored, we iterate over all the colors, selecting the

remaining vertices of the current color, adding them to the independent set and deleting all their r"
neighbors from the graph. It can be shown by induction on the number of colors that this procedure -

produces an MIS.

The running time of this MIS algorithm is dominated by the Color-Constant-Degree-Graph

. subroutine: each iteration takes constant time, and the number of iterations is equal to the total

number of colors and therefore is a constant. .

... ,

The above MIS algorithm can be used to produce a (A+ 1) vertex-coloring of the graph. _,

Theorem 3 A graph whose maximum degree is a constant A can be colored in A + 1 colors in

O(lg'n) time on EREW PRAM using O(n) processors.

Proof: The A+1 coloring algorithm works by iteratively finding an MIS in the input graph. coloring

the MIS with a new color, and deleting it from the graph. If a vertex v is not removed at the end of

some iteration, at least one of its neighbors is removed during this iteration. Therefore, after each

iteration, the maximum degree of the graph induced by the remaining vertices decreases. Hence,

after at most A + 1 iterations, the algorithm terminates producing a A + 1 coloring of the graph.

Each iteration of the algorithm takes O(lg'n) time (by theorem 2), and the number of iterations

is constant. Therefore, the overall running time of the algorithm is O(lg'n). I

4 Discussion and Further Results

In this paper we have described a new technique for deterministic symmetry-breaking and have

shown how to apply this technique to vertex-coloring and maximal independent set problems.

The algorithms presented in this paper have good asymptotic behavior, but the constant fac-

tors are large because the procedure Color.Constant-Degree-Graph uses a large number of colors

compared to the graph degree. In (5] we describe a somewhat more complicated algorithm that

uses significantly less colors.
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The techniques used in this paper can be further extended. In combination with other methods.

these techniques can be used to obtain polylogarithmic time linear processor algorithms for finding

an MIS and a (A+ 1) vertex-coloring in a wide class of graphs that includes trees, planar graphs, -

graphs with polylogarithmic thickness (i.e. graphs that are unions of polylogarithmic number of

planar graphs), and graphs with polylogarithmic maximum degree; see technical memorandum (5]

for details. The memorandum also gives an O(lg'n) algorithm for 3-coloring of a rooted tree, an [-

O(lg n lg'n) algorithm for 7-coloring of a planar graph, and proves an fl(lg n/lg lg n) lower bound

on any algorithm in CRCW PRAM model that 2-colors a rooted tree using a polynomial number -1
of processors. The same lower bound is proven for the general MIS problem. j
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